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Adecade has passed since the college's first
campus-wide strategic planning effort was
launched, and we can all take pride in the fact
that out of that process came a set of goals and
objectives which have proven vel)' helpful in
guiding Bridgewater's subsequent growth and
development. Many people - including a
number of alumni and friends of the college -
made a significant investmen~ of time, energy
and ideas in the strategic planning process.
Ultimately, this process influenced evel)' decision
we made with regard to strengthening and
expanding academic programs, investing in
technology resources, improving our physical
plant, and cultivating new sources of revenue
from alumni and friends of the college.
Among the highlights of the past 10 years:
• Academic Programs: Three new schools were
opened in this decade - the School of Arts
and Sciences, the School of Education and
Allied Studies and the School of Management
and Aviation Science. Also, the college began
offering new undergraduate majors in eco-
nomics and music plus two new graduate
programs, a Master ofPublic Administration
and a Master of Science in Management;
• Technology: The John Joseph Moakley Center
for Technological Applications opened in
1995 and is the hub ofa growing campus
network that includes high-speed Internet
access for all academic, administrative and
residential buildings. Construction ofwhat
wJ11 ultimately be 40 state-of-the-art elec-
tronic classrooms began in the spring of 2000;
• Physical Facilities: A $56 million construction
and renovation program includes three new
buildings over the next two years - a $16 mil-
lion field house, a 3OO-bed residence hall and
a 700-seat dining facility. Harrington Hall will
also undergo a major renovation to become
the new home of the School ofManagement
and Aviation Science;
• Endowment: In March. the college's first
public endowmcmt campaign was officially
announced With a goal of raising $10 million
by June 2002. TO date. more than $6.5 mil-
lion has- been raised.
As we begin a~~. it is appropriate for
the college tBke~ to:assess its current
strengthslnCf.~ and to set a course for
futurede~
Over the past year, with input from the senior
officers of the college and members of the Board
of Trustees, I have been developing a vision
paper that outlines goals for the college to pur-
sue during the coming decade. The document
encompasses both long-term institutional goals
and, in certain instances, more specific ideas
about how to accomplish these goals. It is pri-
marily the president's vision of a direction for
the college, drawn from my experience working
with you in the president's role for the past 11
years. It is my view of how Bridgewater State
College might develop over the next decade to
realize its full potential.
Of course, only a shared vision can move
Bridgewater State College forward. In this paper,
I hope to begin the process of developing a
vision for this college that faculty. staff, stu-
dents, alumni and friends of Bridgewater can
commit to and share.
The paper has been posted on the college's
web site (www.bridgew.edu) and I invite you
to review it there (or, ifyou prefer, please call
the President's Office at 508-531-1201 to
request that a copy be mailed to you). I am very
interested in any commentsyou may have about
the paper, and I encourage you to let me know
your thoughts by contacting me at my e-mail
address, tinsley@bridgew.edu, or via regular
mail addressed to the Office of the President,
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater,
MA02325.
Discussion of this document is expected to
occur throughout fall semester 2000 and proba-
bly into Januaty 2001. By Februal)' 2001, I
expect to be in the process of modifYing the
document to incorporate suggested changes. My
goal is to have a final version of this vision paper
ready for formal discussion by the college's gov-
ernance system that spring. Bridgewater's Board
of Trustees hopes to act on the final version of
this paper by the end of June.
The closing years of the 20th centul)' were
extraordinarily productive for Bridgewater;
based on our institutional strengths - in
particular, the quality of the people we have, the
academic programs we offer, and the resources
available to us - I have evel)' confidence in our
ability to move the college forward with equal,






"Sure I miss being in the classroom. Certainly there
are days when I think back to it. It's funny how your
career takes different turns along the way. I've been
fortunate - everyjob I've held I've liked a lot. But
opportunities and different challenges came up••
Foxboro native
Graduated from BSC in 1975 with bachelor's degree
in elementary education
Graduated from BSC in 1979 with a master of
education in school administration
Received Ph.D. from Boston College in 1993
Taught for seven years in Foxboro
Held elementary school principal positions in
Foxboro; Rye, N.H.; Newton
a natural progression for someone
looking to touch as many lives as
possible, he said.
"You can make a difference in
the lives of 25 kids in a classroom,
or move to the other step and affect
400 students and families in an
elementary school," he said.
"Superintendents can make a
difference for a whole community."
His first superintendent job was
in Medfield leading a school com-
munity of five schools and 2,800
students. It was a job that required
him to look at the big picture, to
learn how to share decision making
with a school committee and to
build a leadership team of strong
principals and administrators.
Dr. Martes first became involved
with the Association of Massa-
chusetts School Superintendents
by working on its technology task
force subcommittee. When the
executive director left last year for a
job in the private sector, Dr. Martes
stepped into his place.
The association represents more
than 700 superintendents and
assistant superintendents in the
Commonwealth's 350 communities.
It focuses on legislative issues, help-
ing to shape education legislation
on issues such as special education
and retirement enhancement; legal
work, representing both individual
superintendents and keeping them
abreast of case law; and profes-
sional development.
The association also ponders the
larger questions of education, such
as the controversial MCAS tests and
their impact on students, teachers
and schools. "We've taken the stand
that the MCAS are one measure but
Director of personnel in Brookline
Superintendent in Medfield
Chair of technology task force subcommittee of
Association of Massachusetts Superintendents
Executive director, Mass. School Superintendents'
Association
Teaches at Cambridge College
One minute Joseph Oliveri is
George Washington, the next
Alexander Hamilton, in a verbal
performance designed to make
his media savvy students consider
the fascination of days gone by.
During his decades teaching, Walter
Tompkins could often be found
rowing around Cape Ann with his
students, trekking up Mt. Greylock,
or crossing the dunes of Cape Cod.
As executive director of the
Association of Massachusetts
School Superintendents, Chris
Martes takes a wide-ranging view
of education, wrestling wi.th prob-
lems and issues that affect educa-
tionalleaders across the state.
Teaching, inspiring, en lighten-
ing. It's what draws people into
education and keeps them there.
"There is no question in my
mind that this is what I was meant
to do," Mr. Oliveri said. "When the
end of the year rolls around and the
kids are going to high school...the
older I get the more tears come to
my eyes. Something has been
accomplished. "
Chris Martes entered Bridgewater
in search of a career in the public
sector. "I had always been inter-
ested in what kind of difference
you can ma ke in the lives of people.
It's the mantra of public service,"
he said.
Dr. Martes received two degrees
from BSC, a bachelor's in elemen-
tary education in 1975 and a
master's of education in school
administration in 1979. During
his career he has been a teacher, a






~ 0 nce upon a time in a world~ of verse, Robert Frost stood
~ in a yellow wood and pon-
~ dered which of two roads to follow.~ With so much life left to live, the
~ choice meant everything.
The situation is similar for col-
lege students who stand at the
threshold of their lives and consider
the road to their future. The options
are mind boggling; the career list
endless. Some paths lead to riches,
some to fame, some to satisfaction.
But those who decide to devote
their lives to education have chosen
a path that will affect not only
themselves, but countless numbers
of students whom they will teach.
It may be a cliche - the oft-used
sentiment of how teachers touch
young lives - but just because the
image is often evoked doesn't mean
it is any less true.
Heidi Magoon Connor remem-
bers a young man with dyslexia
whom she had tutored for a year
proudly handing his high school
diploma to his parents. Janice
Smith spends her nights and week-
ends responding to English teachers
and students on an award-winning
web site of her own design.
School where he taught earth sci-
ence to 9th, 11 th and 12th graders
until his retirement this past spring.
His love of science and the out-
doors led Mr. Tompkins to think
creatively about education. He was
one of the first teachers involved
with the pilot program of ""Project
Adventure," a marriage of acade-
mics and outdoors that is now run
in schools around the globe.
In his own program, "World of
Water," students would build row-
ing dories like the ones used for
hundreds of years by Gloucester
fishermen and row around Cape
Ann studying the environment first-
hand. The program was different,
he said, because of its interdiscipli-
nary focus on science, English and
social studies.
When South Boston was being
torn up over integration, he
brought his love of the outdoors
to the Thompson Island Education
Center and created an outdoor
program for inner city high school
students. He was adviser to the
"A Better Chance" program,
which brought inner city students
to his suburban high school for
extra studies.
In his spare time, he coached
tennis and served as student gov-
ernment adviser and yearbook
adviser. In the summers he ran sail-
ing programs and developed out-
door activity programs for camps.
For the last seven years, Mr.
Tompkins was the science depart-
ment chair at Hamilton-Wenham.
He still feels young and active
enough to continue teaching, but
has reached the maximum retire-
ment allowed under the current
not the only measure of school
success," he said. "The discussion
needs to be expanded so districts
are not just rated on the test but
the quality of other things that
leads to student success - commu-
nity service, athletics, arts, parental
involvement."
Student population growth and
the need for more school space is
always a hot topic. How schools are
financed is another. Finding quali-
fied candidates for administration
positions and qualified teachers of
math, science and foreign language
is becoming more and more diffi-
cult. Graduates today often head to
the private sector, he said, lured by
the high sa laries of high tech and
other growth industries.
Dr. Martes said recruitment
efforts need to focus on people
in the high tech or business world
who have become disenchanted
with that life and long, like he
always has, to do something more
meaningful.
"When you are able to make a
difference in a family or a student,
get them going in the right direc-
tion, give them life skills - you can't
put a dollar figure on that," he said.
It wasn't a large paycheck that
lured Walter Tompkins into teach-
ing. He first felt the thrill of teach-
ing when, working as an electrician
in the U.s. Navy, it was his job to
train new recruits.
After leaving the service he pur-
sued a career in education, splitting
his days between teaching at
Oxford High School and attending
Bridgewater State College. He grad-






Received bachelor's degree in physics from
Worcester State College
Taught at Oxford High School, attended
Clark University
Received master's degree in earth science from
Bridgewater State College in 1968
Taught at Hamilton-Wenham Regional High
School until retirement spring 2000
system and, economically, feels
compelled to leave. But that
doesn't mean his work with edu-
cation is done.
Mr. Tompkins hopes to develop
a curriculum with another colleague
that combines math and science
skills to allow students to more eas-
ily apply the math principles they've
learned to practical problems. He
also believes teacher mentoring is
an important, and often missing,
aspect of education.
"I would like to do more with
teacher training," he said. "I think
the next big crunch will have to
do with developing training for
younger teachers. A lot of younger
people come in and are unprepared
to deal with 20, 30 kids sitting in
front ofthem."
Joseph Oliveri, BSC alumni,
knows what to do with 30 kids -
make them an audience. "I do
actual simulations - not fancy
dress-up with period costume, but
I carry on a dialogue with myself
and another person in history," he
said. "It's like telling them a story.
They eat it right up. Everybody
loves a storyteller."
He himself became involved with
history not because of facts and
dates, but because of history hap-
pening before his eyes. During the
Cuban missile crisis, Mr. Oliveri's
social studies teacher at Everett
High School was called up by the
military. When he returned, he
told of his experiences in such a
way that history became real for
Mr. Oliveri.
Today, while teaching at
Laliberte Junior High School in
Raynham, Mr. Oliveri runs a mock
Science department chair for seven years
Tennis coach for 27 years
Student government adviser for 12 years
Yearbook adviser for 25 years
Took continuing education courses at Boston
College, Boston University, Harvard University
"Science education is getting kids into
problem solving. People are rr:afizing they can't learn
everything there is to know. The focus is on what's
relevant. What we're really trying to do is teach skiffs
they wiff need regardless ofwhat they do in fife.•
Ms. Smith's interest in technol-
ogy began simply. WheT) the web
was new, she decided it was some-
thing she should learn more about.
She began taking courses, traded in
her primitive Mac for a new com-
puter, and designed her own web
site, which has received several
awards from Internet organizations.
"I saw the potential for the
Internet and technology as a way to
teach students," she said. "Not only
does it reach my own students and
parents, but I hear from 8th graders
around the country and the world.
It'sjust grown and grown and
grown."
Her site is a resource for her
Weymouth Junior High School stu-
dents, a place where they can get
extra credit assignments, publish
their latest poem or pick up tips on
grammar. She is constantly fielding
questions from English teachers
across the country eager to pick her
brain on the best ways to teach a
particular novel or get kids inter-
ested in poetry. One boy in Jordan
wrote to ask what students his age
in America read. She found that
educators in England refer students
to her site.
"For me, it's most satisfYing to
hear from the teachers," she said. "It
takes a lot of work, but it's a great
outlet for me."
In the classroom, Ms. Smith does
everything she can to grip students'
interests. Her room is filled with
paperbacks. She asks students to
discuss the merits of a book vs.
its movie version. She mixes the
classics with contemporary novels.
Ms. Smith is well aware that, as a
teacher who wants her students to




Received English degree from BSC in 1973
Master of Education from Cambridge College
in 1995
1999 recipient of the Milken Family Foundation
National Educator Award
trial club where he writes testimony
based on actual legal cases for stu-
dents to perform. He has also cre-
ated "Webquest," a program that
teaches students the best way to do
historical research over the Internet.
In 1985, he and a colleague
organized students to run an event
showcasing food and cultural
aspects of different countries, rais-
ing $ 1,000 for the Statue of Liberty
foundation. He also founded an
annual student performance of
music and dance from the '50s and
'60s that has run for 15 years.
All these programs are his way of
interesting his students in a long-
ago past. "They come to class say-
ing, 'Why do we have to know this
- why do I care about a person who
lived 100 years ago?' The most dif-
ficult thing to teach them is that
history is alive and that history is a
powerful tool," he said.
His efforts and achievements
impressed the Daughters of the
American Revolution who chose
him as the state's outstanding
teacher of American history on
February, 22, 2000, Washington's
birthday. Perhaps someday after Mr.
Oliveri retires, his name will be fea-
tured in the Laliberte Hall of Fame
- after all, he established it.
Janice Smith, '73 BSC graduate
and English teacher, knows a bit
about winning prestigious awards.
She was one of four Massachusetts
recipients of the 1999 Milken
Family Foundation National
Educators Award for her use of
technology. The award came with a
$25,000 prize and the enthusiastic
congratulations of colleagues and
former students. "It's been an
incredible year," she said.
Received the National Catholic Education Associa-
tion "Distinguished Graduate" award from Sacred
Heart School In Weymouth in February
Created own web site, Ms. Smith's English Page,
http://www.home.earthJink.net/....jesmith
Taught for 25 years; 24 years in the 8th grade
-John Steinbeck wrote that 7taching might be even
the greatest of the arts since the medium is the
human mind and spirit' Each da)li I am thankful that
teaching continues to be mychosen profession. -
competition with soccer, club meet-
ings and hundreds of other activi-
ties and interests.
Despite the challenge, Ms. Smith
derives endless pleasure from her
job. She comes from a family with
a long history of educators. Perhaps
education was inevitable.
''I'm comfortable, I'm happy in
the classroom," she said. "Teaching
eighth grade keeps you young;
teaching in general does. You can't
help it - the energy coming in
every day with the students. It's
a joy to discover the talent that
students have."
Discovering the hidden talent
in her students is a specialty of
Heidi (Magoon) Connor. Her edu-
cational career has been centered
around special needs students
with emotional difflculties or
physical disabilities.
"I wanted to give them the
empowerment to control things in
their life, to put them in a position
where they knew they could do it,"
she said. "Nothing gives you joy like
the joy you get from seeing a child
succeed despite all the roadblocks."
Mrs. Connor has overcome a
severe roadblock herself. After a fall
on a slippery pool surface in 1987,
Mrs. Connor was struck with reflex
sympathetic dystrophy syndrome
and fibromyalgia. The nerve dam-
age caused a permanent disability,
one that forced her into a wheel-
chair during her final year at
Bridgewater State College.
She is now treated with medica-
tion and able to walk, although
with difflculty. The pain will never
go away, but her spirit is bright.
Mrs. Connor's conversations
are sprinkled with determined
five educators all chose a differ-
ent path, a different method of
education. Their common bond
is their Bridgewater State College
experience, which, they all agree,
gave them the foundation they
needed.
"I don't remember any particular
teacher at BSC, but I recall some-
thing more powerful than just
a single individual," Mr. Oliveri
said. "It was the feeling I got. The
worked on educational programs
for military families and in military
communities, such as at fort Hood
where she created an after-school
program and evening adult educa-
tion programs for a community of
586 homes.
"My approach to life is: get
involved. IfI come to a place where
there isn't an educational program,
by heck or high water, there's gonna
be one," she said.
She and her husband are now
stationed at fort Carson, Colorado.
Mrs. Connor is under consideration
for a new job as associate professor
of education at the University of
Colorado. Thejob would involve
teaching courses such as behavior
management, applied behavior
analysis and educational psychol-
ogy, along with undergraduate
advising.
"Here I am, ready to be a profes-
sor myself," she said. "This isjust
another avenue and another way to
continue to be involved in educa-
tion. I will miss being with younger
students; they are my heart. Yet
knowing I am working with future
teachers, that will bejust as much




Received bachelor's degree from
Boston State College
Graduated from Bridgewater State College with a
master's degree in education in 1974
Has been teaching at laliberte Junior High School
in Raynham for 31 years
statements, such as "I can't just
stop and sit there" and "It's not
going to get me down."
Education came naturally to
Mrs. Connor who would tutor her
younger brother during long rides
to Boston where he was treated for
a severe asthma condition. While
seeking her master's degree from
BSC, she began working as a
graduate research assistant in the
college's grants office. Here she
learned how to create a specialized
educational program, to collect
the documentation and evidence
needed to prove the program's
value, to get the wording of the
grant application just right.
She was in the office the happy
day when the call came in awarding
BSC the Department of Energy
grant that would make the Moakley
Center a reality. "We knew the
impact of getting that money.
It would support educational
programs throughout the school,"
she said. "It was like winning
the lottery."
Mrs. Connor's varied career has
taken her across the country. She
worked to keep Native Americans
in school at the University of New
Mexico, was instrumental in the
founding of a school district in
the new community of Rio Rancho,
New Mexico, and was a teacher and
grant director in the Santa fe public
schools. In Kentucky, she worked
on a team that developed state
assessment tests for social studies
teachers.
After her husband, Michael,
joined the Anny, she worked as a
special education teacher through
the Department of Defense at fort
Hood and fort Knox. She also
Named Outstanding Teacher of American History
by the Daughters of the American Revolution
Has a master's plus 60
·Sure the (8th grade) kids have attitude. You have
to embrace it. If you fight it, you're going to lose.
A good teacher will find a way to make it part of
the learning experience. make something positive
out of it."
teachers convinced me not to be
afraid to try new things in the
classrooms. After going through
Bridgewater, I realized there was
much more to teaching than just
regurgitating infonnation to kids."
Before attending BSC, Mr. Oliveri
would stand in front of students
and lecture. His lessons at
Bridgewater convinced him that
education can happen in many,
many ways, and it gave him confi-
dence to try new things.
Teachers have had to change,
he said, because the students have
changed. Many kids, bombarded
with multimedia every day of their
lives, are bored with education.
Some bring to class unbelievable
emotional baggage that the public
expects teachers to not only cope
with but correct.
Teachers are becoming more
hands-on, getting "down in the
dirt with kids," Mr. Oliveri said. "A
good classroom today is not neces-
sarily one where the teacher domi-
nates," he said. "Teachers lead and
direct, but must participate at the
same time."
Mr. Tompkins, who led his stu-
dents to the top ofMt. Greylock in
search of education, has always
known this. "The person standing
in front of a lecture is not going to
make it," he said. ''You have to get
kids to tune in and become a part
of the process."
He sees the science curriculum
becoming deeper, teaching kids
about ozone and erosion and global
wanning, things they see on the
news and can wrap their hands
around - science as it effects them
and their future.
"I started in elementary education and found I
needed to be in special education. That is where
my heart is. You just don't know what that child
will do when he grows up or whom he will affect




Taught in the Project Contemporary
Competitiveness program for two summers
Coached swimming in high school and college
Worked with Massachusetts Department of
Education on teacher assessment testing
Inducted into the U.S. Armor Association's Order
ofSt. Joan d'Arc
Received two public service Employee of the Year
awards at Fort Knox, Kentucky
entire state college system - has
always met the needs of students,
he said.
"I had a terrific experience at
Bridgewater," he said. "I can't tell
you how proud I felt to be part
of the Bridgewater community."
Just as these educators were
molded and shaped by their experi-
ences at Bridgewater State College,
they are continuing to mold and
shape their students.
Teachers have been battered by
bad press, rocked by the Education
Reform Act. What keeps teachers
teaching is the delight Ms. Smith
feels when she watches her stu-
dents' writing improve, or the satis-
faction Mr. Oliveri has when the
light bulb finally goes on and a stu-
dent makes a difficult connection.
Through all the changes in soci-
ety and education, teachers need to
remain flexible, be patient and
develop their sense of humor.
"They have to love this job," Ms.
Smith said. "Teaching is demand-
ing. It can be frustrating trying to
reach students.
"I have friends in the business
world; they are stressed, their jobs
are difficult. They don't like their
jobs. I go to school happy - happy
to see 100 new faces coming
through the door." •
Karen White is a freelancer who
writes feature and investigative
articles for Cape Cod Magazine,
Dance Spirit, AAA Horizons and
Plymouth County Business Review.
After all the colleges and univer-
sities Mrs. Connor has seen on her
travels, she's convinced "you'd be
hard pressed to find programs that
cater to the needs of teachers who
want to be passionate like
Bridgewater."
She fondly remembers Terry Ann
Vigil in the grants office; Tracy
Baldrate, chairman of the special
education department; Maureen
Moir with Kappa Delta Phi; Dr. John
Bardo, former provost and vice
president for academic affairs; Aida
Bruns, associate professor emerita
from the Department of Social
Work; and President Adrian Tinsley,
who recommended Mrs. Connor for
Disabled Employee of the Month.
In her youth, she had attended
PCC, Bridgewater's summer camp
program for high school students,
and after that "always knew 1would
be going to BSC. I really do think
highly ofBSC," she said. "Because
of my work in the grants office and
other programs, I have so much
more that I can do in the education
world along with my teaching."
Dr. Martes became convinced
teaching was his future after BSC
hooked him up with a basketball
coaching job in Foxboro. He had
been lured to the school by its "ter-
rific reputation" as a teaching
college, and once there found the
educational program to offer "a
nice connection between theory
and practice."
Massachusetts has a long history
of being a leader in education, and
Bridgewater - not to mention the
Taunton native
Received master's degree from SSC in 1992 with
certificates in special education and elementary
education
Member of Southeast School/College Consortium
Served as intemational president, state president,
vice president of communications, and SSC
chapter president of Student Council for
Exceptional Children (SCEC)
Member ofKappa Delta Phi
When he was studying for his
undergraduate degree in physics,
he developed an interest in geology
and geography. He turned to
Bridgewater for his master's degree
because it was the only college
where he could study earth science
on a part-time basis. He was the
first BSC graduate to receive an
education degree with a concentra-
tion in earth science.
"It filled my bill nicely. They were
ahead oftheir time in offering earth
science, which has become a big
part of public education," he said.
"All the BSC professors were
good: Dr. Ira Furlong, Dr. George
Weygand, Dr. Robert Boutilier, Dr.
Emanual Maier. 1went down there
recently, and I was amazed at how
it's grown, what a modern school it
has become."
Ms. Smith remembers receiving
an exemplary, "second to none"
education at BSC. The teacher
preparation courses were especially
strong and her English professors
brilliant - Dr. Harold Ridlon, Dr.
Joseph DeRocco, Dr. Joseph
Yolkson, Dr. Clifford Wood. By
the time she had gone through
her student teaching, she felt ready
to step into the classroom.
All her memories, though, are
not of academics. "When I think
back to Bridgewater, I think of that
long walk from the commuter park-
ing lot to Boyden Hall," she said. "It
was just a wind tunnel. I remember
thinking there was no colder place
on Earth."
Ray Messier, '71, Turns Part-time
Job Into Career
;;:: Ray Messier's schedule, as a student at Bridgewater
s£ State College 30 years ago, was more hectic than
~ most of his fellow students: in addition to a full
~ load of classes, he was also an editor of the student
~ newspaper, The Comment, and he regularly worked
.~
<::l long hours on late night and early morning shifts in
q the kitchen at the area Mister Donut stores. In 1974,
cS Mr. Messier became the owner of the Mister Donut
store at Campus Plaza.
Occasionally, Mr. Messier still works in that same
building - which is now a Dunkin' Donuts store - but
he isn't in the kitchen baking donuts anymore.
Instead, Mr. Messier is the franchise owner of that
location - and eight others in Bridgewater and Halifax -
and he is the head of the four different corporations that
manage all aspects of the business and which oversee the
175 employees who comprise his staff.
"Making a career in the food service industry wasn't
part of my original plan," said Mr. Messier, looking back
to his college years. "Originally 1had started in high
school working part-time as a baker at a Mister Donut
store, so when 1 came to Bridgewater, 1just saw this
as an opportunity to continue working to help pay for
my education."
In fact, when he graduated from college, Mr. Messier
left behind his cooking utensils and went to work
installing and maintaining sound systems for concerts
and other public events. Other than being a customer
himself, he thought he wouldn't have any further
involvement with the donut business.
"But then, the owner of the Mister Donut franchise
for whom 1had worked offered me an opportunity. He
asked if 1 might be interested in going into partnership
with him in the business," recalled Mr. Messier.
This fall, Ray and Karen decided to celebrate their
ties to the college and the Bridgewater community
by creating the Dunkin' Donuts/Raymond G.
Messier, '71, Scholarship. Their gift supports The
Campaign for Bridgewater and will assist future
generations of students in our theater and per-
forming arts programs. Thank you Ray and Karen!
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Messier bought the Mister
Donut store in Bridgewater. He was now in the business
for himself. The Mister Donut Co. was purchased by
Dunkin' Donuts and Mr. Messier joined in and converted
his then four stores to Dunkin' Donuts.
ln the years that followed, Mr. Messier expanded from
the original location in Campus Plaza but by choice has
concentrated his business in the town of Bridgewater -
eight of his nine stores are in Bridgewater - and nearby
communities (he has, at various times, had stores in East
Bridgewater and West Bridgewater).
He also has two locations on campus, including a
"Snack Shack" adjacent to the Moakley Center (a
smaller-size version of a regular store) and a location
inside the Campus Center.
"1 really enjoy the area and the close ties l've been
able to make in Bridgewater both with the town and the
college," he explained.
"The rapid population growth of the region has of
course helped us grow too, but because we've been here
so long l'm now serving the grandchildren of the people
who were our original customers. 1 have relationships
with people across several generations that are very
valuable to me."
Mr. Messier also contributes to a number of local
organizations through sponsorships and other activities.
"We're connected to the community in many ways. To
me, community service is a responsibility of local busi-
nesses, a way of saying 'thank you' for your patronage,
and 1 take that responsibility very seriously."
Having been in business for more than three decades,
Mr. Messier has seen a number of changes in the food
service industry.
"There has been a revolution of sorts in this fJeld," he
said. For example, when Mr. Messier fJrst began operat-
ing his stores, the menu was much simpler, there were no
"drive-thrus," customers were served coffee in china and
donuts on plates, and the interior of most donut shops
was thick with the smell of cigarettes.
"We've ventured into a lot more products than we
used to have, including muffins, sandwiches, and, within
last two years, bagels. More recently, Dunkin' Donuts
introduced the 'Omwich' - a sandwich on a bagel that
comes in three different varieties - and we now offer
many more kinds of coffee and other drinks than we
used to," Mr. Messier said.
Since the inventory is made fresh constantly, it
takes careful management to plan what's needed and
in what quantity.
"We have two locations on Route 24 in Bridgewater,
and there every day we offer 16 varieties of donuts and
nine varieties of bagels. In our stores in town, typically
we have 28 to 30 varieties of donuts and 12 varieties
of bagels, so it's essential we track closely the selling
patterns," he explained.
As the variety of food and beverages are different, so
too are the clientele who purchase the items.
"Our Route 24 stores generally cater to people travel-
ing longer distances and truck drivers from all over the
country. They know the Dunkin' name and so they stop.
At our locations in town near the major highways, it's
commuters heading to work. And in the town itself, our
customers tend to be local people who we get to know
better. 11's really a nice mix," he said.
The invention of the drive-through was a boost to
business, he believes, because "for a lot of people, time
really is crucial - they need to get service as quickly as
possible and get back on the road. And it's also been
good for mothers with small children because they don't
have to take the kids out ofthe car to walk in to the
store. It'sjust more convenient."
The elimination of china cups and plates has also
made service quicker, he stated. "Years ago, it was neces-
sary not only to have the cups and plates on hand but
dishwashing equipment to wash them and people to
operate the equipment. Also, there were more steps for
the server as wen - waiting on each customer required
twice as long when the china was involved," he said.
As for the prohibition against smoking in stores, Mr.
Messier explained that, originally, a number of owners
thought business would be hurt. "For a lot of people,
drinking coffee and reading the morning paper also
meant smoking a cigarette, and there were owners who
worried that sales would suffer. There probably was a
drop-off initially but it soon recovered, and I'm glad
about the rule because it makes for a safer, healthier
environment for everyone - staff and customers."
Although Mr. Messier didn't start out to operate a
family business, about five years ago he brought his son,
Jeff, in as operations manager. "The biggest challenge
we have is finding quality employees, and as the business
grew,l knew I couldn't do it all alone. Having family
members who share your commitment is a real benefit
for me."
One last question we had for Mr. Messier: After 30-
plus years in the donut business, does he still enjoy the
product himself? ''I'm one of my better customers," he
admitted. "I still love a Boston Cream or a Jelly donut
and a cup of coffee. I'm looking forward to serving the
town of Bridgewater and the college for years to come,"
said Mr. Messier. •
"We're connected to the community in
many ways. To me, community service is
a responsibility of local businesses, a way
ofsaying 'thank you' for your patronage,
and I take that responsibility very seriously."
- Ray Messier, '71
Ray Messier stands is front of his Dunkin' Donuts store on




9 Dee Dee Enabenter, '83, the third most successful
coach in the NCAA Division III softball history,
'C~ was named the San Jose State head softball coach
oS in July.
Q:; Ms. Enabenter was the head softball coach at
~a Bridgewater State College for 16 years where she
&5' compiled a 428-154-2 record and was the school's all-
time winningest coach in any sport. Her Lady Bears
teams advanced to the NCAA Tournament 13 times
in 16 years and compiled 21-25 record in the NCAA
Tournament. Her 1994 team was the national runners-
up after losing to the College of New Jersey, 4-0, in the
NCAA Tournament Championship game. The Lady Bears
have won the Massachusetts State College Athletic
Conference title 12 of the past 13 seasons.
For her efforts, Ms. Enabenter was named the 1994
National Softball Coaches Association Division mCoach
of the Year. She was also named the 1996 NSCA Division
11l Coach of the Year for her team, which finished with
a 35-5 record and had a 26-game winning streak. Ms.
Enabenter was a five-time National Fastpitch Coaches
Association Regional Coach of the Year including the
2000 season.
Besides her duties at Bridgewater State College, Ms.
Enabenter spent the summers of 1995 and 1996 travel-
ing in Africa to coach the Nigerian National Softball
team in their preparation for the annual Africa Games
that are played in the fall.
Ms. Enabenter graduated from Bridgewater State
College in 1983 with a degree in physical education and
a minor in recreation and health. She was a softball and
basketball star while attending school. Ms. Enabenter
was inducted into the Bridgewater State College Hall of
Fame in 1995.•




M S. Noelle Foye, '99, received the second AnnualATHENA Award presented by the Metro SouthChamber of Commerce and sponsored by John
Hancock Financial Services, Wal-Mart and the Enterprise.
The award was established to recognize outstanding
leaders who strive toward the highest level of profes-
sional excellence and community service and actively
and generously assist women to reach their full leader-
ship potential.
BSC President Adrian Tinsley was among the 13 out-
standing and accomplished women nominated for this
year's award.
A nine-member selec-
tion committee chose Ms.
Foye, a Brockton School
nurse, based on her
significant contributions
to the community and, in
particular, her dedication
to the Girl Scout organi-
zation. It is through her
involvement with this
organization that she has
had an opportunity to
have a lasting influence
on a great number of
young women.
The ATHENA leader-
ship model draws on the
talent of men and women
to affirm a philosophy of leadership that celebrates
relationships and service to the community. It creates a
new view of balanced leadership and serves as a vehicle
for assessing and changing the ways women and men
will lead in the new century.
Ms. Foye, in addition to her work with Girl Scouts,
has been active with a number of civic organizations
including Brockton Youth Soccer, the Kennedy and
Arnone Elementary Schools' Parent Advisory Councils,
the Goddard and Davis Kindergarten PACs and the
Boy Scouts.
She was the student speaker for Bridgewater's spring
commencement in 1999.•
World War II Veteran to Earn
College Degree After Lifetime
of Work and Family
?\ When James Ingargiola was
s£ a boy, his interest in school
~ only went as far as the
2 playground. That's where his mind
Q::; was, he said, even when his body
'"S was seated at a desk. A seventh-
:0::
r55 grade teacher, the nrst male teacher
;t he'd ever had, managed to catch
2; the young boy's attention and
~ develop in him a lifelong interest
in learning.
But December 7, 1941 came not
long after the seventh grade, bring-
ing with it the beginning of the
American involvement in World
War II and a long road that led that
young boy to work, to war and to
college at the age of 70.
Mr. Ingargiola, a native of
Brockton known affectionately
as "Mr. I" to many of his young
friends, began pursuing a bachelor's
degree in English at BSC in 1995.
One of his own daughters was
attending BSC at the time, and
brought home a form she asked him
to sign. He asked what it was, and
she said it was a registration form
for him. He told her he had no
intention of starting college at his
age. His daughter, however,
reminded him that he loved to
write, but that he needed to learn
more about becoming a good
writer. The things he could learn in
college, she said, might help him to
improve upon an unpublished book
he'd written about childhood in the
past and today.
And so Mr. Ingargiola, a World
War II veteran, retired pipe ntter,
father of 11 and grandfather of 23,
became a college freshman along-
side students more than 50 years
hisjunior.
"It was strange," Mr. Ingargiola
recalled. "I felt very out of place
at nrst."
But it wasn't long before he felt
more comfortable, he said, noting
that he's a "kid at heart, anyway."
He established strong relationships
with his professors, especially his
adviser, English professor Dr. Lois
Poule, and Dr. Leslie Angell, another
of his favorite English professors.
He also became active in OASIS, a
group for nontraditional students
advised by Dorie AuCoin, assistant
director of PROGRESS/OUTREACH,
and as a student advocate with Pam
Spillane, learning disabilities spe-
cialist in the Academic Achievement
Center. He made use of tne math
and writing labs in the Maxwell
Library. His hard work will payoff
this spring, but Mr. Ingargiola
wasn't always so sure he'd make it
to graduation day.
"It hasn't all been easy," he said.
"I've had my struggles here."
One of those struggles was pass-
ing the required algebra class. At
nrst, he was convinced he couldn't
do it. But with help from tutors at
the lab and a lot of hard work, he
passed his nnal in magnincent fash-
ion - he got 29 problems out of
30 correct.
"I love a challenge," he said.
Mr. Ingargiola has had plenty of
those in his lifetime. He remembers
his childhood as a happy one,
although he says now he didn't
realize how good he had it at the
time. He also didn't realize how
short his childhood would be. When
the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor
in 1941, both of his brothers were
drafted, leaving only James to
support his mother. He quit school
and went to work in a shipyard.
He wanted to help his mother and
his country.
"I was very patriotic," he said.
"I still am."
He thought the war would end
before he was old enough to go,
but three years later he was in the
U.s. Marine Corps. He saw action
in the Pacinc, Guam and Iwo Jima,
and saw his fellow Marines raise
the American flag over Mount
Suribachi. He was discharged in
1946. He married soon after he
came home, and the demands of
work and raising children never
left much time for pursuing higher
James Ingargiola
education, although he did earn
his GED.
Once, at 35, he recalled a minis-
ter who suggested to him that he
pursue a college education. He
wouldn't consider it at the time,
because he thought 35 was much
too old to begin college.
So, like many men of his genera-
tion, Mr. Ingargiola never experi-
enced many carefree years as a
young man. Last fall, the City of
Brockton thanked Mr. Ingargiola
and 33 other men for their sacrinces
as part of Operation Recognition,
a program that presents diplomas
to the men and women who left
high school to serve their country
in WWII. In May of 2001, Mr.
Ingargiola will celebrate another
graduation - this time, from
Bridgewater State College. He still
has a few courses to go, but feels
conndent he'll nnish on time. Of
course, he has every reason to
expect he'll do well in his World
War II history class this fall.
He'sjoined at Bridgewater this
fall by grandson Jeff, an outstand-
ing student and baseball player who
is beginning his freshman year. The
daughter who once prodded him to
enroll at BSC will be returning to
school here in January.
After graduation, Mr. Ingargiola
plans to rewrite his book and hopes
to see it published one day. He'll
also have more time for the other
pursuits he enjoys - playing golf
and singing with a barbershop
group called Together Again in
Harmony. One thing he won't have
time for is lamenting that he never
earned his college degree.
"You can't sit around thinking,
'Oh, I never did this, I never did
that,'" he said. "You have to think,
'I didn't before, but I will now.''' •
Hard Work of Committee Instrumental
in Campus Beautification
t::: First-time visitors to the college
£ routinely remark on how
11 beautiful the campus looks.
~ Returning alums have a different
"<:j reaction: to them, the campus
.;::
C::l looks so much better than they
Q remember it.~ But the faculty, staff and stu-
dents who cross the grounds each
day have the best perspective of all,
because they notice immediately
when new flowers or shrubs are
planted, or new signage appears
or new lighting is installed. And
they had the chance to watch as -
step-by-step over the past two years
- the Campus Center Courtyard
project created a spacious new
public garden in the very heart of
the main campus.
"Everyone seems to be pleased
with the many improvements that
have been made in the appearance
of the campus overall, and the
Campus Center Courtyard is cer-
tainlya 'crowning achievement' of
that effort," says Dr. Wayne Phillips,
who for the past seven years has
served as chairman of the Campus
Beautiflcation Committee.
Dr. Phillips, who has been a fac-
ulty member in the Department of
Elementary and Early Childhood
Education for more than 30 years,
and is a graduate of the college
himself (class of '62), traces the
committee's origin to a casual
conversation he had with President
Tinsley in the fall of 1993.
"My wife, Linda, who holds a
master's degree ('73) from the col-
lege, and 1were at an event with
Dr. Tinsley in Boston, and on the
ride home, Linda and 1 mentioned
our interest in campus beautiflca-
tion. We had taken several evening
walks around the campus and,
frankly, were unhappy with the way
things looked," recalls Dr. Phillips.
"1t was evident right away that Dr.
Tinsley shared our concern, and she
agreed that the grounds and gen-
eral appearance needed work. She
asked if I'd be willing to form a
committee to study the situation
and make recommendations."
Out of that conversation there
indeed came a committee, and then
a number of studies and recom-
mendations, and - soon enough -
a plan of action that has literally
transformed the college's entire
physical plant.
"Bridgewater has always had a
magniflcent campus, so the under-
pinnings were already in place,"
says Dr. Phillips. "Our job as a com-
mittee'was to suggest how to
enhance and improve the grounds
and building exteriors, and with the
president's enthusiastic backing and
support - and with enormous help
from the facilities and grounds staff
- the changes started taking place."
Joining Dr. Phillips on the com-
mittee were Dr. Dana Mohler-Faria,
vice president for administration
'and flnance; Dr. Lynette Willett,
vice president for student affairs;
Dr. William Smith, Department
ofEnglish; Dr. William Kendall,
Department of Art; and, eventually,
Mr. Keith Macdonald, assistant
director of facilities and the
grounds manager who was hired
in 1994 on the committee's recom-
mendation because of his extensive
experience in horticulture and
resource management.
"My gratitude to these people
is profound because they have
devoted countless hours over the
years to the committee's work,"
states Dr. Phillips. "I think it's a
good thing we really didn't know
how much work was ahead of us
when we began because it might
have been overwhelming. But we
took it project by project and that
made the effort manageable."
The list of accomplishments is
indeed impressive. As a direct result
of the committee's recommenda-
tions, more than 7,500 flowers have
been planted, new walkways have
been constructed and landscaped,
outdoor lighting has been improved
all over the campus, handsome park
benches - inscribed with the col-
lege's name - line the college's
many tree-shaded paths, and the




Garden between Pope Hall and the
Science Building has sitting areas
and a new gate, paid for in part by
a donation from the class of 1945.
There are college signs in many
new locations, and Dr. Phillips tells
an interesting story of how signage
became a priority.
"One day, not long after the
committee began its work, several
of us were behind Boyden 11all
talking about various projects and
a delivery truck pulled up. The
driver leaned out the window and
asked, 'Can you tell me if this is
Bridgewater State College?' We
knew right away that getting signs
up had to be an urgent task."
Work on campus beautiflcation
has proceeded full speed over the
last several years, but in terms of
scale, the Campus Center Courtyard
project, which commenced in the
summer of 1999, has been the
largest and most visible change
resulting from the efforts of Dr.
Phillips' committee.
"This too has an interesting
origin," Dr. Phillips says.
"At our very flrst meeting now
nearly seven years ago, which took
place in a second floor conference
room in Boyden 11all, we looked out
the window across the quadrangle
toward the area behind the Campus
Center, where a fountain in disrepair
and tennis courts that looked
bedraggled were located. 1t was
The new Campus Center Courtyard provides a large area for gatherings and
benches where students can relax between classes.
Stearns-McNamara Memorial
Garden
The committee, he says, "worked
incessantly for months" to move
the project forward.
When classes ended in the spring
of 1999, heavy equipment rolled
and work in earnest began in the
summer of 1999 on Phase 1of the
project, which involved the removal
of the fountain and the demolition
of the tennis courts (replaced by a
smaller recreational area).
Phase 11 construction began
soon after which created a wide-
open, handicapped accessible,
well-lighted public gathering area
behind the Campus Center that is
nearly the size of the college's
quadrangle.
Phase lll, which will take place
in the summer of 2001, will lead to
a complete makeover for the court-
yard between the Campus Center
and the Maxwell Library.
"Now that the first two phases
are done, we can see the effect and
it is just as dramatic as we hoped it
would be," says Dr. Phillips. "Thanks
to the efforts of many people, the
Campus Center Courtyard is a large,
livable and open space that wel-
comes the community to relax and
enjoy the surroundings."
However, he hastens to add
that the work of the Campus
Beautification Committee is not
over. "Far from it," says Dr. Phillips.
"With 235 acres and 30-plus
buildings, and several more new
buildings about to be constructed,
there will be plenty to do for a
very long time:' •
move ahead and a number of dif-
ferent parties had to be consulted.
Years passed, many plans were
considered and then dropped.
"But our committee wasn't
going to give up because every time
there was an outdoor activity on
this side of the campus, such as a
reception for new students in the
fall or one for graduates in the
spring, that was the only location
large enough to accommodate a
crowd. Always there were those
tennis courts and a fountain that
worked only sporadically. 1t was
almost claustrophobic," s~ys Dr.
Phillips.
Eventually, the committee's
determination paid off. Approval
was finally given in 1997 to hire a
landscape architect to design the
project, and after a careful review
of potential designers, Nancy Denig
of Denig Design Associates was
selected for the project. "She did a
terrific job of creating a plan that
would achieve all of our goals," says
Dr. Phillips.
Plans were developed, studied,
debated and ultimately approved.
There was, explains Dr. Phillips, a lot
to consider: "This is a project so big
that it's being done in three phases
over a three-year period of time."
not an attractive picture. We said,
almost in unison, 'this has to go.' "
To older graduates - those
before 1960, the area under discus-
sion is remembered as the location
of a campus pond. By the time that
Dr. Phillips graduated, the pond
had disappeared and the area was
a parking lot.
The construction in 1970 of
what is today the Adrian Rondileau
Campus Center (formerly, the
Student Union) made it possible
to landscape the area behind the
building and install a fountain,
but space was limited because the
tennis courts (constructed originally
in the 1890s and renovated a half
dozen times since) were there and
despite many attempts, the foun-
tain never seemed to operate for
more than short periods of time.
"The location is crucial because
looking out from Boyden Hall, or
driving anywhere on this side of the
campus, all one could see in that
area was those very unattractive
tennis courts and a non-function-
ing fountain," explains Dr. Phillips.
Making that change was, how-
ever, "a very long haul," admits Dr.
Phillips, because an alternate space
for the tennis courts had to be
found before the project could
Scholarship Recipients Recognized
for Their Outstanding Achievements
.~ senator Paul Tsongas Scholarship recipients from the
.!::l nine state colleges were recognized at a luncheon
<::l
I:Q held at the State House in April. This is the third
] year the scholarships have been awarded.
~ Bridgewater State College students Dawn Brooder,
~ Kelly famolare, Molly Gilmour, Jennifer Grunin, Emily
Harrison and Jamie Tanguay were the recipients of the
scholarship created to honor the life and work of"the
late u.s. Senator Paul Tsongas.
Tsongas Scholars receive a full, four-year scholarship
to a state college. Students selected are among the most
academically talented students in the state.
The program is designed to further Senator Tsongas'
belief in the need for an educated citizenry and the
role public higher education plays in meeting that need.
Senator Tsongas served as chairman of the state
Board of Regents, a predecessor body for the Board
of Higher Education.
Those speaking at the luncheon focused on the
achievements of the man for whom the scholarship is
named as well as those of this year's recipients.
Pictured from left to right: President Adrian Tinsley, Chairman
of the Board of Higher Education Steve Tocco. Emily Harrison.
Kelly Famolare and Jennifer Grunin.
"1 would like to congratulate all of this year's recipi-
ents. It is a tribute to both you and your families that
you have achieved this level of academic achievement,"
said Stephen P. Tocco, chairman of the Board of Higher
Education. "You are the cornerstone to the future of our
economy and the Commonwealth."
The scholarship was created as a tribute to Senator
Tsongas' passion for public service leadership and
academic achievement.
"Senator Tsongas had a vision and a purpose. He
believed there was a clear correlation between educa-
tional success and economic success," said Dr. Judith
Gill, chancellor of the Board of Higher Education.
"Choose to use what you have learned to improve the
economy and to make a difference. You have a responsi-
bility to honor Senator Tsongas' name and you were
chosen for this honor because we believe you will do
just that."
The Honorable Thomas finneran, Speaker of the
Massachusetts House of Representatives, provided some
sound advice for the students to consider for the remain-
der of their academic career.
"focus and apply yourself. Make the best of the skills
that God gave you and with those skills you can soar,"
said Speaker finneran. "Your place is waiting for you.
You are the eagles and we will be carried by your wings."
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, for the third time, was the
host and sponsor for the luncheon to recognize the 53
young men and women who are preparing to meet the
challenges of the future.
"After today, you will always be recognized as a
Tsongas Scholar. Thank you for the potential you have
demonstrated and for what you will accomplish in the
future," said Mr. Peter Meade, executive vice president of
Blue Cross and Blue Shield. "You represent an investment
in our future."
The BSC Tsongas Scholars who attended the lun-
cheon were Kelly famolare, Jennifer Grunin and Emily
Harrison. They were accompanied by their parents
and President Adrian Tinsley; Vice President of
Student Affairs Lynn Willett; Pamela Parsons, assistant
to President Tinsley; and Eva Gaffney, director of
public affairs.•
College Honors Retirees at Dinner
Ten employees were honored for their service to the college at the annual retirementdinner. From left to right, back row, are Rita Feeney, nurse practitioner in health ser-vices; Dr. David Kemple, associate professor of social work; Dr. Florian Muckenthaler,
professor of biological sciences; Dr. Glenn Cook, director of media services; Dr. Margery
Kranyik, professor of elementary and early childhood education. In the first row, left to
right, are Luigia Resmini, maintainer I in facilities; Dr. Maxine Asselin, professor of music;
Maureen Connelly, associate professor of English; Dr. Barbara Ward, professor of foreign
languages; and Ruth Wagner, clerk III in media services.•
sse Makes List Of
"America's Most
Wired Colleges 2000"
Y ahoo! Internet Life has named BridgewaterState College to its list of "America's Most WiredColleges 2000". BSC finished at number 97 in
the "Top 100 Universities" category. Yahoo, for survey
purposes, uses school population to determine whether
an institution falls into the college or university category.
Survey organizers invited all 3,631 open-enrollment
accredited undergraduate two-year and four-year
institutions in the United States to participate.
Nearly 1,300 schools from all 50 states responded to
the third annual survey, which collects data on-line from
respondents about their network systems, student web
services and their plans for incorporating technology into
all aspects of campus life.
Results were tabulated and rl':viewed by the editors of
Yahoo! Internet Life, who determined the final rankings
for the institutions.•
Dr. Dorothy Oppenheim
Working with Dr. Richards in the office of academic
affairs will be Dr. Patricia O'Brien, the former director
of institutional research and assessment. In her new
position as assistant vice president for academic affairs,
Dr. O'Brien will coordinate the four academic administra-
tive units of the division - the academic achievement
center, institutional research and assessment, grants and
sponsored projects and student records and registration.
The assistant vice president will work closely with the
director of each of these offices to insure their goals and
objectives are met.
"It is important, as we look to BSC's future, to recog-
nize and capitalize on the areas that work well, to iden-
ti1Y areas that may need improvement and together
find ways to make an already strong organization even
stronger," Dr. O'Brien said. "1 look forward to working
with my colleagues to meet these challenges."
Dr. Dorothy Oppenheim, who began teaching at BSC
in 1996, will serve as acting associate dean of the School
of Management and Aviation Science while Dr. Richards
undertakes his additional duties.
She will be responsible for the day-to-day business
operation of the school with a focus on preparation
of an outcomes assessment plan, a self-study for the
accreditation visit by the lACBE in the fall of 2002 and
increasing enrollment and exposure for the new master
of science degree in management (see page 46).
The School of Management and Aviation Science
has undergone several changes in the last three years,
including the hiring of Dean Richards, the creation of
the new master's degree program and the addition of
the economics department to the school this fall.
Dr. Oppenheim reflects on the changes her new role
will bring to her career.
"1 will miss the day-to-day interaction with students
in the classroom, but 1 look forward to working with the
faculty to help our students succeed, which is the reason
why we are all here." •
Dr. Patricia O'BrienDr. Laurence Richards
New Academic leadership
in Place for the Start of School
~ Bridgewater State College's academic leadership
N team reached a new and pivotal moment this~~ spring with the departure of Provost Ann Lydecker
~ to become Chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-
~ River Falls.
~ On July 1, Dr. Laurence Richards was named acting
vice president for academic affairs and dean of the
School of Management and Aviation Science. Dr.
Richards will work to cany on initiatives outlined. in
the college's mission implementation plan approved
by the Board of Higher Education.
He will be joined in his efforts by Dr. Ronald
Cromwell, dean of the School of Education and Allied
Studies and Dr. Howard London, dean of the School of
Arts and Sciences. He will also be working with two new
members of the academic leadership team: Dr. Patricia
O'Brien in the newly-created position of assistant vice
president for academic affairs, and Dr. Dorothy
Oppenheim, acting associate dean for the School of
Management and Aviation Science. Both were appointed
July 1.
Together, this academic leadership team will work on
the revision of the general education requirements, reac-
creditation for the School of Education and Allied
Studies from the National Council for the Accreditation
of Teacher Education, accreditation for the School of
Management and Aviation Science from the Interna-
tional Assembly for Collegiate Business Education and
evaluation of other programs for possible accreditation.
"My new role presents several new challenges. As
dean, I was responsible for approximately 24 full-time
faculty members, now 1 oversee 270," Dr. Richards said.
"The faculty is the heart of the institution. My first prior-
ity, in this new position, was to develop an action plan
for the division that ensures an environment where the
faculty can continue to do their job welL"









On the following pages we recognize those individuals and organizations that made Bridgewater
State College the beneficiary of their philanthropy during our past fiscal year. Pleasejoin us in
thanking them for their gifts and support.
The Phonathon yields more than $100,000 to the Annual Fund.
Pictured left to right: Ellen Dillon. '02; Melisssa Magrath, G '01;
and Kacey Trager. '00.
July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2000
Endowment Exceeds Six and a Half Million
At the end of June, the combined endowment stood at $6.5 million. In addition, we have pledges to the Campaign for Bridgewater
totaling $1.5 million. Endowment funds provide an important element of stability in our environment of fluctuating state support.
An endowment of $10 million (our goal) will generate $500,000 each year to address the greatest needs of the college, providing a
significant margin for excellence.
The Annual Fund...This Year and Every Year
Annual Giving is the cornerstone of giving to any college. The dollars raised through the Annual Fund at Bridgewater State Conege
represent thousands of gifts from alumni and others who care deeply about our college. This year, we are especially grateful to the
30010 of those who responded to the year-end appeal with an increase in their level of giving.
Over $1,300,000 Raised in Fiscal Year 2000
Because you cared, over $1,300,000 was donated this past year. Alumni donations counted for almost $600,000 of this total!




President's Circle Bristol County Savings Bank David & Joy Jenkins Adrian & Mal)' Rondileau
$5,000 and more c. Louis Cedrone '51 JohnW. Lacy Edith Glick Shoolman '25Terry Hart Cogan '51 Eleanor P. Mathes'40 Sodexho Marriott Services
Theresa M. Corcoran 'SO National Distillers Distributors South Shore Savings Bank
Davis Educational Foundation Foundation Mal)' Lou Thornburg
Frank '49 & Dorothy Szafer '51 Joseph M. Pagano William & Anne Fitzmaurice 'SO
Dunn Pepsi-Cola Bottling Group Tierney
Estabrook & Chamberlain Louis '81 & Cynthia Booth '81 Joel M.Weissman '12
Insurance Agency, Inc. Ricciardi
Golden Mal)' E. Flaherty '44 Herbert J. '10 & Susan Lynch Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
Benefactors
Frances E. McElroy Heney'49 Mal)' Drummey Merlet '41
$2,500 - $4,999
Millennium Anonymous Freedom Capital Management David A. '83 & Eileen Robichaud
Sodety
James '61 & Lana Steele '62 Argir Victoria Roberts French '63 Rockland Trust Company
AT&T Foundation Paul T. Gannon Robert '55 & Ann Shields '55
$1 ,000 - $2,499 Adelia Cebula Blaszczak'50 George K. G'82 & Shirill Gurley RyanBonney-Glenn Co., Inc. Frederick W. Gustafson '50 Sally J. Ryan
Jane Rae Bradford '12 G'16 Joseph H. Huber John & Frances Nicholson '55
Raymond M. '69 & Judith Braz Mal)' L Moore Jarvis '39 • Sadek
Robert S. '51 & June Carter Owen B. Kiernan '35 Alice R. Lonergan Scanlon '50
Peter Chase Paul C. Killgoar '68 Shaw's Supermarkets, Inc.
Frederick '83 & Carrie Kulick '85 Isabelle B. King '51 Arthur '12 & Eileen Iacaponi '68
'G98 Clark David & Phyllis Wells '61 Klock Silva
Suzan Cole Tamara Lingos-Utley Vincent P. Sullivan '56
Martha E. Cummings '51 Eleanor D. MacCurdy Catherine Yoyos Telford 'SO
Mark E. Cuttle Michael '11 & Karen '91 McCabe Adrian Tinsley
V. James '39 & Norene DiNardo Frankland & Priscilla G'13 Miles Carolyn V. Turchon '62
Mal)' B. Dowd '61 Joyce A. Milne Twin Brooks Realty Trust
East Coast Auto Sales Congressman Joe Moakley George '53 G'56 & Beatrice
Man'lyn J. Floyd Federico '51 Frank C. Nackel '18 Weygand
Peter '61 & Nancy Hart '61 Flynn Jean M. Grant Prendergast 'SO James M. & Sonja Wolfsberg
Margaret J. Hart Foley '51 Helen Rizzo NancyYee
Crimson Partners Ruth Batson '90 Richard P. Gately, Jr. '89 Robert E. & Roberta McCarthy
$500 - $999 Florence B. Goulart Brower '43 Bernice Misner Gerson '54 Madeleine T. McDonald '51Carlene Dodd '56 & Eugene Madlyn Ware '55 & Paul F. Barbara A. Vose Nicholson '56
Brown Gilberti '59 Joan M. Park '56
RA & A1tana Mann'46 Bullard Courtland L '66 & Patricia Pamela Parsons '91
Burger King of Bridgewater Harlow Cameron B. Place '61
Cynthia E. Buscone Quirk '61 Ronald & Virginia Jewett '60 William C. Quist '19
Robert M. Ch~e '12 Hogg John e. Rennie
Charles '54 & Nancy Christie Gail Hutchinson '56 & J.e. Rebecca D. Ridgway '68
Robert A. '83 & Maria Tobin'84 Jamison Belmira A. Teixeira Robinson'49
Colangeli Elsie M. Packer '41 & George R. RotaI)' District #79SO
Alan V. Comedy Johnson The Enterprise
Thomas J. '65 • & Elaine Margaret Joyce '56 Robert '64 & Gail Spaulding '18
Conners E. Dennis & Michelle Kelly Todd
Conventures, Inc. Martin F. Killol)' '40 Richard C. '11 & Elizabeth
Francis P. Curran '53 Carol L Morse Kosicki '15 Tonner, Jr.
William H. Davis Joan A. Kiernan Lange '63 Constance O'Brien Walker '62
Judith DeFilippo Murphy '62 Ann M. Mclaughlin Lundstedt '61 Jean Tubbs Watkins '52
Eugene J. & Carol Durgin Ann Lydecker Leon Weinstein '10
Priscilla M. Baker Eldridge 'SO Jeffrey R. Lynch '13 Lynne M. Briscoe Wisneski '69
John R. & Loretta Fitzgerald Mahoney, Hawkes & Goldings Albert '43 & Adeline Yurkstas
Gamma Phi Beta E.H. Sally A. Parker Mathewson '55
Although~ have taken great core to check the names listed, no such list con be
perfect. "we have inadvertentlyomitted ormisspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we con make the necessary corrections to our records.




Herbert G'70 & Barbara '71
Aalpoel
Susan R. Raskin Abrams '67
Nancy Adamczyk '75
Helene Adams'49





Gerald M. Allman G'68
Domingo B. Amado '85
Almeda C. King Ambrulevich '55
Mary E. Oakley Anderson '50
Patricia D. Anderson '86
Bette Andre '60
Wilmar C. Armer '35
Phyllis A. Armstrong '57
Kathleen M. Arruda '76
Helene C. Auger '70
Dalton & Noreen Paiva Avery '58




Billie A. Balashek '70
Tracy BaJdrate '64
Maria J. Correnti Baldwin '72
Henry J. Barber '41
Jill M. Barres '85
Judith Barrowclough '71
Judy A. Barry '89
Mary C. Barry '44
Natalie Creeden Barry '56
Amy B. Barton '88
Richard D. '53 & Martha Cook '55
Batchelder
Kathryn '75 & Thomas A. '77
Battillo
Daniel '75 & Annette Laplant '75
Beauregard
Frostine Graves Beckman '47
Steven J. Berardino '85
Phyllis M. Bernard '65
Lucy Bernardo '69
Nancy Chapman Bestul '54
Edward '54 & Sallee Twichell '53
Bielski
Gerald E. Blanchette '57
Thomas M. '62 & Vivian
Flanagan '63 Bleakney
Charlotte M. Bloomberg '66
Anastasia Coparan Blount '44
Mary H. Sheehan Boethel'44
James A. '67 & Sandra Bohlin
G'97
Armand '53 & Helen Bratsolias
'55 Boisselle
Carol M. Bolduc '78
Arthur R. Booth
Antoinette Pepe Borrelli '43
Theresa A. Boucher '55
John C. & Mary Boucher
Atherleen Hanson Brady '47
Helen Wolski '55 & John J.
Braithwaite '57
President's Circle $5,000 and above •
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999 •
Ted & Cynthia Brannan
Jacqueline Brehm '52
Rose-Marie Briand '51
Jean E. Briggs '50
Marilyn A. Fitzgerald Brion '50
Everett O. Britton'46
JoAn S. Bull Brouwer'49
Kenneth R. G'77 & Donna M.
Daley '68 G'74 Brown
William C. '77 & Deborah M.
Dempsey '78 Brown
Edward Brush
Merrill O. Bryant '81
Henry W. Burbine '65
Jerome F. Burke '73
Robert H. Burwood '66
Manuel M. Cabral G'55
·Janis M. Larkin Caines '77
Phyllis L. Caligaris '55
Alfred M. Calk '88
Jane E. Smith Callahan '83
John D. G'40 & Eleanor Gannon
Callahan '42
Kathryn L. Carney '74
Joyce Carpenter '53
David Carreiro '84
Evelyn C. Carroll '33
Ronald J. '58 & Mary Lou' 59
Carroll
Stuart Carter'70
Barbara L. Wall Casaly '69
Judith A. Casey '75
Roland '73 & Gail Chalifoux '73
Irene Checkovich
Joseph M. Chencus '66
The Chickering Group
Ruth Chippendale '51
Priscilla Pinel Christopher '42
Serena E. Morse Clary '43
Daniel F. Clifford Jr. '85
Ann O. Coakley
Adelia K. Coe '57
Matthew J. '89 & Rachel S.
Shannon '89 Collins
Robert M. Commins '66
Philip '72 & Janice '72 Conroy
Laurence R. '74 & Virginia
Haserlat '74 Contrino
Warren S. Cooke '50
Mr. Richard Coombs '95
Maureen T. '77 & Kevin J.Cooney
'78
Shirley M. Gaw Cory '51
Richard & Ellen Cost
Antone R. Costa '50
Susan M. Costello '95
Terrell L. Cote-Vizard '86
Thomas R. Coughlin '75
Jane M. Creedon '61G'71
Laura Batista '56 G'61 & Michael
V. Crocco '61
William E. Croke '59
Ronald R. Cromwell
Marcia Crooks '55 G'62
Robert H. Cross '62 G'64
Robert A. Crossman '86
Karl P. Crowell '68
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 .,.
Crimson Partners $500-$999.
Pamela D. Crudup '73
Arthur G. Cullati '58 G'61
Francis T. Cullen '72
Deidre Ellen Curley
JoAnne Kilmain Curran '53
Rosemary Durant Curto'44
Sandra Cushman
Ellen M. Cuttle-Oliver '82
Sheila M. Dacey '69
Clement E. Daley '39
Robert '66 & Catherine Daniel '67
Daniel J. Darcy '88 G'90
Mary Silva Daugherty'50
John J. Davis '79
David & Judith A. Deep
Harold F. '52 & Lucille Fortunato-
Delisle '74 G'78
Michael E. Deluca '70
Gay J. Gibbons Demaggio '64
George M. DeMarco '78
Ruth A. Demers '62
Andrew H. Dervan '73
Ruth R. Rigby Desousa '22
Dominic A. DiBattista '67
Malcolm A. Dillon '50
Annette DiMascio '72
Linda M. DiPasqua '72
Sandra M. Carson Discepolo '65
Rose F. Desouza '60
John V. Ditullio '55
Paul '63 & Mabel Doherty '63
Therese P. Mack Doherty '51 G'53
James A. Donatelli '74
Kevin '70 & Matjorie Dorney '70
Roselyn C. Kolvek Dow '50
William F. Dowd '77
J. Kenneth Downey '49
Robert G. Doyle G'76
Ann M. Cantfill Doyle '56
Noreen S. Drexel
Arthur & Dorothy Walsh Driscoll
'58
Robert E. Driscoll '50
Estelle G. Drummond
Ann F. duCille '71
Marie 1. Duerden '57
William '63 & Maureen Dugan
'63
Doris A. Duggan '68
Eileen M. Duggan '47
Hugh & Mary Dunlap
Brian R. Dunning '73
William J. & Betty Milne'41
Edgar
Barbara S. Kowalczyk Emerson
'88
Richard H. England Jr. '80
Rebecca E. Erwin '60
Geoffrey M. Fanning G'67
Henry J. Fanning Jr. '61
Ruth C. Farley '58
Marie R. Randall Farnham '37
Paula E. Fay '75
Mary A. Fazio
Jacqueline M. Fee '54
Century Club $100-$499 *
Deceased Members •
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed. no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
William P. Feeney '74
Nancy Ferguson
Anne-Marie Fitzgerald '92
Margaret T. Fitzmorris '50
Kathleen A. Moore Flaherty '91
Richard J. '74 & Nancy L. '76
Florence
C. Christopher Ford '63
Mal)' J. Fordham '63
Catherine Fortier-Bames '77
Helen E. Foster '55
Jeanne O. Foster '77
Mildred D. Foy '48
Eugene A. Franciosi '59
Robert E. G'77 & Cynthia '68
Francis
Nancy A. Whyte Frey '55
Claire Klein Friedman '50
Maureen E. Fuller '78
Mal)' W. Fuller




Sheila A. Gallagher '72
Cheridah Gangone '35
Anthony Peter Garafalo '75
Chester M. Gardner Jr. '63
Robert J. Gardula '60
Shirley M. Geal)' '58
Jean Gefteas '94
Arthur K. George
Theresa S. Geribo '65
Angela A. Gerth '74
John R. Ghublikian '75
Albert E. Gibbons '64
Mal)' E. Giberti '35
Brian F. Gilligan '69
Charlotte Gilmore G'74
Carol A. Gilson '63
Diane '67 & Richard G'73
Giordano
Rick L. Giuliotti '87
Esther M. Lovell Gleason '31
Wallace J. G1eekman
Dorothy Wishnefsky Goldberg '59
Christopher Golden
Joseph J. Gonsalves '80
Jane C. Goodwin '63
Grace M. Sweeney Gorman '46
Louis Gorman '79
Irving J. & Alberta D. Goss '66
William G. Grable '62
James C. Grady '77
Maureen P. Graney '80
Franklin '62 & Florence '62 Gray
John H. '54 & Betty L. '55 Green
Joseph '51 & Maljorie Torrence
Gregg '51
Philip R. '74 & Joy A. Greim '75
Richard '48 & Lillian M. Grimley
'48
Thomas J. Groh '95
Curtis Guillotte '86
Paul J. Guiney '71
Elizabeth Gumey '38
John P. '55 & Patricia Hackett '55
Stephen Hackett
Patricia A. Haddad '72
Shirley T. Hadley '41
Jane M. Hall '73
Nancy Hall '72
Joshua W. Hamilton '80
Michael E. Hanc '74
Phillip J. Hanrahan '63
David P. Harding '62
Donald S. & Elizabeth J. Harmon
'39+
Paula M. Harmon
John & Ann Harper '97
Mal)' A. Ellison Harrison '46
David K. Harris '68
Richard J. Harwood '80
Lois Haslam '53
Michael R. '77 & Cynthia G. '75
Hatch
Mark P. Hayer '76
Mal)' L. Hayes '69
Lea Theresa Heam '43
Alice M. Heenan '39
Elna Filipson Helgerson '41
Frederic J. Hemmila G'72
Forest E. Henderson '64
Francis J. Hennessy '50
Paul E. Henl)'
Ruth Rita Sullivan Herford '42
Thomas H. Hickey '7B
Mal)' LockaI)' Hicks '40
Evelyn E. Hildreth '44
Janet Levesque Hildreth '62
Bettina L. Hayden Hiltbold '39
James E. Hinds '76
Noreen Dunn Hine '51
Jonathan E. Hobill '82
Winnifred F. Gibson Hodges '41
Marilyn P. Hoffman '55 G'74
Blandine Jasnocha Hogan '56
Marianne M. Horan '74
Joan B. Horsefield '55
Christine R. Horte '62
Phyllis C. McCaigue Hosker '53
Richard H. Hovey '50
John C. Hoy
Marcia M. Hoyt '61
Michael '65 & Donna Hughes '65
Maljorie Simmons Hunt '52
John C. Hurley '69
Peter L. Huston G'65
Marguerite M. Jacinto '84
Barbara A. Jackson '80
Karen West Jannace '69
Colette H. Janson-Sand '67
Phyllis Jenness '44
Bjorg '62 & Carroll E. '59 Jeppson
Emest J. Johnson '78
Joseph P. '79 & Joanne S. '78
Johnson




Ellen M. Collins-Brice Johnston
'66
Robert C. Jones '60
Warren C. Jones '84
Steven Joubert '91 G'98
Marion E. Kade '73 G'BI
Rose I. Kalman '35
Elva KanakI)' '55
James A. Kane 'BO
Gregol)' S. '79 & Debora J. Cunha
'83 Kasabian
Andrea Leigh Kaufman '85
Daniel J. '78 & Kathleen '78
Keating
William F. Keating G'65
Jeannette Labelle Kelleher '50
Joseph '58 & Phyllis '61 Kelleher
Edward P. Keller '54
Barbara J. Poirier Kelley '74
Pamela G. Kelley '86
Thomas F. Kelley Jr. '90
Daniel F. Kelliher '67
Joan Claire Kelly '70
Eugene A. Kennedy '56
Lois S. Shea Kennedy '51
Margaret A. Keohane G'63
Helen R. Keys
John & Eleanor Keys
Richard H. Kherlopian '62
Kevin P. Kindregan '87 G'90
Naomi King '62
Annie L. Kinkead
Kenneth J. Kirwin '68
Beatrice Knowles '63
A. William Kochanczyk '60
Dennis M. Koczera '70
Ethel Waters Korotsky '51
Kathleen P. Crowley-Thibodeau
Kroll '55
Robert M. Kroon 'B1
Stella H. Krupka '33
Joseph A. Kudera '50
Mal)' Kutz '25
Jean E. Mello Labelle '53
Philip & Barbara laFrance
Helen Campbell Lahey '39
Rose V. Laliberty '40
Gail A. Lamb '64
Henl)' J. Lamb G'81
Carol E. Lamb 'BO G'83
BaTl)' D. Lamkin '88
Denise M. Lamoureux G'88
Jeffrey & Sheila Wilcox Lane '91
Eileen V. Laporte '41
Roy Latimer
Emma Fisher Law '54
Susan J. Lawson '7B
Robert G'61 & Marie '54 Leavens
Harold '52 & Marian T. '52
LeBlanc
Jason A. LeBlanc '97
Amelia E. Leconte'52
Sandra A. B. Ledvina '77
Philip W. LeFavor '72
Marie L. Buzzi Leone '44
Carol Lerch G'91
George H. & Nancy LeRoy
Susan G. Lessoff '72
Guy F. leVan '76
Barbara F. Lightizer '77
Tequion Lindsey '95
Rhoda A. Leonard Lineham '50
Stephen J. Linhares '79
Frederick Lippitt
Joan M. Sheehan Lloyd '54
Robert Locatelli '60
Virginia E. Logan '69
Richard P. Lombardi '59 G'63
David R. Longland '73
F. Scott Longo '89
Leon Lonstein
Myra A. Lopes'54
Lois '43 & Olivio Lopes '47
Sara S. Demello Lopes '32
Lisa M. Gorman Louttit '78
Marion Louzan '47
Miriam B. Luoma '44
Mal)' C. Lydon '55
Mal)' Lymberis '56
Irene M. Potts Lynch '74
Rita H. Lyons '52
Sandra M. Maccaferri '84
Margaret L. MacGinnis '50
John R. Maclaren '7B
Candace Maguire
Jean M. Maguire '50
Mal)' A. Mahan '60
Jeanne A. Mahanna '8B
Lottie A. Dumoracki Mahoney '50
Paula S. Maistrellis '76
John F. '57 & Rose B. '54
Maloney
Evelyn Paul Mangarpan '42
John R. Manso '69
Joseph '70 G'87 & Diane Neville
'71 Martin
Anne V. Mason '69
Robert '65 & Doris '65 Mason
Virginia T. Mayo '43
Paulajo Gaines Mays '90
Peter Mazzaferro
Claire McAfee '58
Karen M. McCabe G'91
Otis H. McCorkle '48
Margaret J. McCormick '75
John H. McDevitt '60
M. Scott McDonald '80
Jane F. McElwee '76
Leona M. Milch McFarland '50
Dorothy E. McGann '76
Patrick S. McGlynn '85
Claire E. Peach McHugh '51
Sheila Tunstall McKenna '62
Lois Melville McKenzi '52
Mal)' Ann McKinnon G'91
Dolores L. Mclaughlin G'73
Edward & Judith McLaughlin
John L. McLean '90
Linda Kristoffersen McLeavey '69
Laura E. McLeod G'67
Janice McNamara '47
Michael J. McNamara '74
Jeanne M. Jarrett Medas '93
Katherine L. Medeiros '69 G'72
Ida George Meikle '40
Lawrence R. Melcher Jr. '69
Marilyn L. Mello'59
Nancy A. Menard '78
Dorothy Merrill '47
Linda J. Sinnott Merritt '71
David J. Messaline '65
Susan Messner '79
Ruth Metcalf '37
Susanne L. Michelini '64
Kenneth T. Mierzykowski '79
George Mikitarian Jr. '80
Bumham P. Miller '50
Mal)' W. Miller'48




John F. Minihan '62
Martin Miserandino '95
Carol Misiewicz '77
Gordon W. Mitchell '59
Timothy Monaghan '93
Kathleen A. Monahan '72
Brian M. Moore '85
Clifton A. Moore
Jerome P. &: Lela Morgan
Ann H. Burgess Morris '54
Thelma Rubin Morris '50
John F. &: Priscill Andersen
Morrison '61
Walter K. Morrison '50
Janice V. Gladu Morrissette '66
Mal)' C. Moulson-Litchfteld '77
Sheila P. Mousette '74
James Munise '93
Norma P. Munroe '56
William J. Murphy '63
Donald A. Murray Jr. '66
Robert S. Murray '57
John J. Nagomiak
James J. Nasuti '62
Charles Neudorfer '92
Jorge L. Neves '90
Diana Nichols '63
Martha Nickerson '47
Michael E. '82 &: Judith '80
Nickley
James Nidositko '64
Peter D. Nord '63
Charles Notis '68
Jean Littlefteld Nummi '48
Marian Tyrell O'Brien '50
Patricia O'Brien
Stephen J. O'Brien '76
Janice M. Atkinson O'Donnell '70
Joseph '43 &: Alyce '44 O'Donnell
'43
Eileen A. O'Grady '56
Cynthia A. Olansky '69
Janice A. Foley '67 Olds
Claire E. Olson '69
David L. Olson
Lorraine P. Wiklund Olson '56
Steven '66 &: JoAnne Olsen '66
Giving Clubs
Sean '85 &: Donna O'Malley '86
Dorothy F. O'Neill '53
Mal)' E. Gould-O'Neill '72
Patricia Cuff O'Neill'56
Priscilla Nickerson '61 Orcutt
William A. '57 &: A. Karen Orcutt
'55
Jorge Orta '92
Mal)' M. O'Toole '58
Kenneth D. &: Theodora M. '75
Ottariano
Marilyn P. Kline Oxman '50
Virginia J. Vanderwarker Page '62
G'64
George S. Pappas '50
Robert E. Pariseau '71





Barbara M. Bair Peckham '50
Olga J. Peet '34
Anthony F. Pellegrini '64
Margaret R. PeTl)' Pelletier '61
Christine M. Pelosi '74
Constance G. Perkins '70
Dal)'lI Zeoli Perron
Anthony J. PeTl)' '42
George S. Peters Jr. '66
Lucille A. O'BJYne '50 &: Louis L.
Peters G'65
Denise A. Sheehan Pizura '64




Genevieve M. Powers '48
Theresa M. Pratt '74
Charlotte Prochnow '42
Margaret B. Baird Purdon '30
James '70 &: Janis Quinn '70
Joseph I. Quinn
Kevin F. Quinn '95
David J. Raczkowski '68
Richard '89 &: Linette '92 Rao
Stephen Raymond '91
Meredith G. Raymond '39
Mal)' T. Reardon '50
Carol A. Redgate G'71
Mal)' T. Regan
Bemadette A. Reid '64
Louise C. Reilly'45
Ronald J. Rezzani Jr. '83
Laurence D. &: Jane Richards
Robert B. Richards '62
Marjorie Richardson '27
Jean E. Crane Richter '47
Paul Joseph Rigby '73
Suzanne Rivard '62
Helen M. Robertson '37
Charles &: Sandra Robinson
Philip M. Robitaille '73
President's Circle $5,000 and above.
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999.
David J. '66 &: Rosemal)' '66
Rodriquenz
Brian P. Rogan '84
Robert R. Rose
Melvin &: Olive Rosen
Anna V. Mezzanotte Rossi '44
Lorraine ARossi '51
Arline M. Schatz Roy '56
M. Patricia Royal '42
Joan E. Rozario
Grace Rudolph '93
James '59 &: Nancy '61 Ruffini
Helen F. Judge Ryan '40
Mal)' B. Harrington Ryan '40
Grace Howard Sabatini '48
Shirley V. SahI '70
Thomas G. St. Thomas '75
Paul Salamon '53
Paull V. '50 &: Marion T. Gildea
'50 Salley
Brian M. Salvaggio '80 G'82
Christine M. Santoro '74
Faye F. Santos '74
Leola N. Waters Santos '49
Victor P. Santos
Barbara A. Gullich Sargent '50
Anthony '64 &: Nancy '64 Samo
Joseph '73 &: Deborah Williams
'73 Sarrey
Althea P. Sawyer '36
J. Roger &: Zita G. Schmiedel
Dorothy V. Schrader'42
Rita C. Loughlin Scudder '50
Cynthia A. Secor
Janice L. Semple '76
Peter W. Servis '71
Kathleen Donahue Shea '72 G'77
George A. Shediack '62
Janet B. Brown Sherman '82
MurielL.Sherman'47
John J. Shields '57
Joan Williams Shipman '61
Marguerite Simons '78
Marjorie Skahill'40
Cynthia L. Smith '55
Judith A. Smith '63
Daniel J. '67 &: Teresa A.
Doyle-Smith '74
Deborah L. Joyce Smith '70
Francena Warren Smith '55
Joanne M. Smith
Marie Marr Smith '50
Robert &: Miriam Smith
Roberta A. Smith-Sullivan G'62
Angela Comacchioli Snell '91
Trefton A. Soucy Jr. '62
David A. Sousa '60
Philip C. Souza '78
Thomas G. St Thomas '75
Dorothy Giddings'41 &: Victor R.
Staknis '42
Gloria J. Stanton '74
Julian U. Stein




Frederick R. '65 &: Mal)' S.
Donovan '65 Stevens
Charles W. Stockbridge
Barbara A. Strickland '58
Mathew &: Gloria Striggles
Earle B. Sukeforth '34
Rita E. Kumpa Sukola '60
Cecily Day Sullivan G'61
Norma A. Sullivan '62
Brian T. Sullivan '80
Martha J. Randell Sullivan '81
Paula J. Sullivan '71
Sean-Patrick Sullivan '86
John L. Sweeney '61
Barbara J. Sykes '49
Margaret T. Carlson Szupillo '38
Thomas Talbot
Lola L. Lymberis Tatakis '53
Bruce E. Taylor '68
J. Kenneth Taylor '51
Estelle A. Mackey Teasdale '41
Mal)' E. Teeven '71
Christine L. Openshaw Tempesta
'84
Susan E. Thevenin '64 G'74
LaTl)' D. Thompson '67 G71
Lucille G. Thompson
Lorraine M. Labollita Thomhill '76
Janet E. Lundy Tieman '62
Robert A. Tocci '72
Kathleen E. Tonnelli '50
Frank Tosti
Audrain M. Triplett
John S. Tripp '58 G'64
Judith A. Tyler '64
Hazel L. Varella '54
John '76 &: Paula '77 Vercollone
Karen M. Leccese Vinson '73
Veronica H. Wainwright '74
Thomas P. Walsh '63 G'67
Judith A. Walters '53
Jane E. Austin Ward '39
Phyllis E. Warren '83
William Watkins
Jean E. Watt '52
Mal)' T. Welch '50
Rita Cassidy Wheeler '36
Charles L. '36 &: Phyllis Colby '37
Whitcomb
Ruth K. Glidden White '33
Robert N. Whithman '63
Geoffrey Wild '98
James L. Wilkins Jr. '78
Carolyn P. Pinel Wilson '52
Dionne V. Wilson
Raymond B. Wilson
Robert N. Witham G'63
Marion L. Worthen '29
Paula S. Young
Anne L. Steves Zeigler '54
John E. Zoino '53 G'57
Sonia E. Kizirian Zorabedian '60
CentUly Club $100-$499 *
Deceased Members.
We appreciate the foresight of the individuals listed below. Remembering the college in your will means
a lot to future generations of Bridgewater students and faculty.
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. Ifwe have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Frederick W. Clark '83 ...
Terry Hart Cogan '51 •
Eugene J. Durgin.
Mary Drummy Merlet '41 •
David Messaline '65 *
Frankland W. Miles ...
Louis M. Ricciardi '81 •
Adrian Rondileau •
Charles W. Stockbridge '76 *
Adrian Tinsley ...
Dorothy Szafer Dunn '51.
Frank Dunn '49.
Richard G. Durnin '43
Audrey Gough '51
Rita N. Hayes '48
Kathleen Crowley-Thibodeau
Kroll'55 *
Nancy Fears Lob '54
Mary Hoyle Mahan '60
M. Eleanor McIntyre '40
Frankland Miles ...
Priscilla Miles 'G73 ...
Lorraine Wiklund Olson '56.
Cynthia Booth Ricciardi '81 •
Louis Ricciardi '81 •
Johanne M. Smith *




Martin Miserandino '95 *
David A. Robichaud '83 ...
Albert. A. Yurkstas '43 •
Judith B. Mclaughlin *
Matthew Striggles*
Barbara H. Albret '36
Marie Baroni Allen '65
Anonymous
Jill Barres '85
Jane Rae Bradford '72 G'76 ...
JoAn Bull Brouwer'49
M. Theresa Hart Cogan '51.
Mark R. Craven
Mark Cuttle
There are 28 individuals that have
notified the Foundation that they
have included the college in their
estate plans.
Class of 1927
Minnie L Hodgate. Class of 1899. Memorial Scholarship Fund
Moriarty Lecture Fund
Paul T. Gannon ...
Arthur K. George '52 *
David Jenkins.
Richard P. Lombardi '59 *
For further details or sample
bequest language, please contact
Jane Bradford. '72 G'76, assistant
vice president for development at
Davis Alumni Center, Bridgewater
State College Foundation,
Bridgewater, MA 02325, or phone
her at (508) 531-2946.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
Fred Fullerton '73 *
Richard J. Harwood '80*
Tamara Lingos-Utley ...
Leon Lonstein *
V. James DiNardo '39 ...
Eugene J. Durgin.
Peter Y. Flynn '61 ...
George K. Gurley G'82 ...
E. Dennis Kelly •
Isabelle Bragg King '51 ...








There are two ways to participate
in the 1840 Society. First, an
individual may establish a char-
itable gift annuity, or remainder
trust with the college, or with
their own bank or financial
adviser. Secondly, alumni and
friends of the college are encour-
aged to include Bridgewater State
College Foundation in their will,
or as a beneficiary of an IRA or
pension fund.
The 1840 Society was established
in 1997 to recognize individuals
who have notified the college
that they have designated a gift
to Bridgewater State College
Foundation either through a
bequest, or a current life income
or planned gift. These gifts are
vital to the future of the coll~ge.
John F. Aylmer '70 *
Jane Smith Callahan '83 *
Peter Chase ...
Mark E. Cuttle ...
Philip Eric Drugge '80
Frank F. Dunn '49.
James Argir '61 ...
John C. Boucher *
Elliot W. Chassey *
Charles Christie '54.
Frederick W. Clark '83 ...
Terry Hart Cogan '51 •



























Robert S. Carter '51 ~
Carrie Kulick-Clark '85~
Terry Hart Cogan '51.
Daniel J. Darcy '88 G'90*
V. James DiNardo '39 ~
Dolores Introne AuCoin '76 G'79
Tracy Baldrate G'64*
John W. Bardo
Marilyn W. Barry '58 *
Susie M. Bates '64






Dwight E. Cook '72
Richard W. Cost *
Carolyn Cramer
Ronald R. Cromwell *
Henry O. Daley '58
Robert A. Daniel *
William H. Davis.
David P. Deep *
Judy Deep *




V. James DiNardo '39 ~
Sandra Faiman-Silva
Nancy Ferguson *












John R. Drexel *
Estelle G. Drummond *




William J. Gaines *
Elia Germani
Agnant M. Hans
Donald S. Harmon *




President's Circle $5,000 and above •
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999.
Kathleen Moore Flaherty '91 *
John P. Hackett '55 *
F. Scott Longo '89 *
Daniel McHugh '97 *
Maria L Melchionda '83
Gordon W. Mitchell '59 *
Marilyn Furlong '56
Eva T. Gaffney*
Thomas J. Groh '95*
Virginia L Jewett Hogg '60.
Catherine H. Beleville Holbrook
G'81
Susan A. Holton
Joseph H. Huber ~
Mary L Moore Jarvis '39 ~ •
john Jones '62
Martha Drinkwater Jones '64
Margaret Joyce '56 G'64.
Steven P. King
Barbara laFrance *






Dorothy E. McGann '76 *
Mary Ann McKinnon '91 *
Scott McNeilly
David A. Morwick '64
James Munise '93 *
William J. Murphy '63 *
Mary H. Howard Myers '72 G'88




Helen R. Keys *
John Keys







Eleanore D. MacCurdy ~
Barbara Macias
Richard McDonald *
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick Meier*
Thomas Mills*
Joyce A. Milne ~
Clifton A. Moore *
Jerome P. Morgan *
Robert T. Olsen
David L Olson *
Daryll Zeoli Perron *





Ann Burgess Morris '54*
Ronald J. Rezzani '83 *




Pamela Parsons '97 •
Nancy Paxcia-Btbbins
Wayne R. Phillips '62
Barbara F. Poe'Sepp '40
Lois E. Poule*
Jean M. Grant Prendergast 'SO~
laurence D. Richards*
Charles C. Robinson *
Adrian Rondileau •
Brian M. Salvaggio '80 G'82 *
Henry Santos*
Grace Seibert-larke
Johanne M. Smith *







Robert F. Ward '63
George A. Weygand '53 G'56 ~
lynette Willett *
Paul F. Wright
Melvin H. Rosen *
Joan E. Rozario*
Sally J. Ryan ~
J.J. Sanon
J. Roger Schmiedel *
Cynthia A. Secor*
Patricia Smith
Robert S. Smith *
Ronald N. Smith









Dionne Vanessa Wl1son *
Raymond B. Wilson *
NancyYee~
Paula S. Young *
Century Oub $100-$499 *
Deceased Member.; •
Although we have taken great core to check the names listed. no such list con be
perfect If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your nome. we apologize.
Please let us know so that we con make the necessary corrections to our records.








3M Company * MG
Allstate Insurance Company MG
American Express Company.. MG
American Optical Corporation MG
Ares Advanced Technology. MG
AT&T Foundation .. MG
Ball Corporation * MG
Bank ofAmerica MG
BankBoston * MG
Bechtel Foundation .. MG
Bell Atlantic * MG
Big S Service Station MG
Bonney-Glenn Co., Inc...
Bridgewater Communications *
Bridgewater Savings Bank *
Bristol County Savings Bank.
Burger King ofBridgewater •




Denig Design Associates ..
Dow Jones & Co., Inc. MG
East Coast Auto Sales, Inc...













Follett College Stores Corp. *





General Electric Company .. MG
Georgia Pacific Corporation. MG
Grantham, Mayo, VanOtterloo &
Co. LLC .. MG
Greater Attleboro Taunton Region
Transit Authority









John & Sonia Lingos Family
Foundation ..
John Hancock Company * MG
JS Wolfsberg Family Fund ..
Landerholm Electric Co., Inc. *
Mahoney, Hawkes & Golding.
May Department Stores Co. MG
MediaOne of New England, Inc. *
Mello Construction *
Mellon Bank MG
Merck Company Foundation *
MG
Metro South Chamber of
Commerce.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
MG
Metropolitan Pipe and Supply Co.
MicroWire Products *
Moberg & Son Roofing, Inc.





NELUE MAE * MG
New England Business Service ..
MG
New England Financial * MG
New England Power MG
New York Community Trust
New York Times Co. *MG




Polaroid Foundation * MG
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP ..
MG
Prudential Insurance Company of
America MG
R. V. Leonard Co., Inc. *
Raytheon Company. MG
Reader's Digest Association, Inc.
*MG
RJR Nabisco Incorporated. MG






South Shore Savings Bank.
Southern New England
Telecommunications .. MG
State Street Bank & Trust Co.•
MG





Texas Instruments, Inc. * MG
The Chickering Group *
The Foxboro Company. MG
The Harvey Hubbel Foundation
The St. Paul Co., Inc. MG



















James A. Tartari '64
...of Dr. Thomas J. Daley '51
Robert S. Carter '51
Louis C. Cedrone '51
Shirley M. Cory '51
Georgia Pacific Corporation
Dr. Wallace J. Gleekman '51
...of Thomas Devine 'SO
Loretta-Anne Jeffway Devine





Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
Louis M. '81 & Cynthia Booth
'81 Ricciardi
...of Paul Gaines '68






Pamela D. Crudup '73
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Daniel
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Drexel ill
Estelle G. Drummond
F. A. duCille, G'71
Jeanne O. Foster '77
William J. Gaines
President's Circle $5,000 and above •
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999 •
...of Carol A. Fallon '73




...of Mary Moore Jarvis '39
Virginia L Jewett Hogg '60
...of Sea Malech
Mr. & Mrs. MeMn H. Rosen
...of Ruth Maurer McGhee '39
Joan R. Ames & Family
Barbara K. Atwood
David H. Watts
...of Dr. Frederick A. Meier '34
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick Meier, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Elia Germani
Paul E. Henry
Barbara A. Jackson '80
Lillie V. Johnson








Mr. & Mrs. Ermino Lisbon
Paulajo G. Mays '90
John L Mclean '90
Clifton A. Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome P. Morgan
Wanie J. Pierre '96




Arthur P. '72 & Eileen '68 Silva
Patricia Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Smith
Millennium Society $1,000-$2,499 ~
Crimson Partners $500-$999.
...of Frances Meth
Dr. Wayne R. Phillips '62




...of Gerald It Shea. '50
Kathleen Donahue Shea '72
...of Clare J. Hayden Vancini, '25
MaryB. Dowd '61
Joyce A. Mnne
...of Barbara Walton Zeoli '39
Daryll Zeoli Perron
Gloria J. Stanton '74
Lucille G. Thompson
Audrain M. Triplett
Sonya E. Veale '95
William Watkins, Jr.
James L Wilkens, Jr. '78
Dionne V. Wilson
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond B. Wilson
...of Louis M. Ricriardi '81
Frank Tosti
...of Dr. George Weygand
Richard W. Cost
Mr. & Mrs. David P. Deep
Dr. V. James '39 and Norene
DiNardo
louis M. '81 & Cynthia Booth
'81 Ricciardi
Sodexho Marriott Services
CentuTy Club $100-$499 *
Deceased Members •
Although we have taken great ca~ to checJc thenames listed. no such list can be
perfect. Ifwe have inadvertentlyomittedor misspelled )lOur name. we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessaryca~tions to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
Henl)' F. Paterson Edna L Mills Joseph H. O'Donnell * Eunice B. Maloney
Meredith G. Raymond * Aorence Mae Ovaska Helen M. Pratt Edith E. Matthews
Dorothy Smith Nonna I. Pinkerton Lois C. Shea Shirley L Potter
Helen S. Teittinen Dorothy Staknis * AmySpollett Marie Ann Spieler
Jane E. Ward * Estelle A. Teasdale * Priscilla A. Sweet Alice A. Sullivan
R. Naomi White Phyllis P. Thompson A. Albert Yurkstas • Barbara H. Walsh *
Margaret laniboni
1940 1942 19471944Irene M. Connier Sylvia Bailet * Frostine Beckman *
Inna Dobbyn Edward F. BaTJY Virginia Boam Alden Ruth A. BeTJY
Barbara E. Egan Harriet Blanchard Margaret M. Austin Ann E. Bouchard
Mal)' A. Glidden Alice A. Bubriski Mal)' C. BaTJY * Atherleen A. Brady *
Ruth Goldstein Eleanor M. Callahan * Catherine M. Bentley Virginia Perkins Bramhall
Laura B. Grota Barbara Canavan Anastasia Blount * Eileen M. Duggan *
Carrie E. Hands Juliet A. Carlson Mal)' H. Boethel * Grace Frey
Mal)'Hicks* Priscilla Christopher * Evelyn T. Brega Patricia Galligan
Barbara L Juliano Phyllis Collins M. Ruth Burke Anita Ghilardi
Geraldine Keenan Aorence Connors Rosemal)' Curto * Lenore M. Hennessey
Martin F. Killol)'. Loretta Dexter Mal)' E. Aaherty. Carol Hunt
Rose V. Laliberty * Esther Ernst Sarah Fraser Elsie P. Johnson.
Eleanor P. Mathes • Ruth R. Herford * Beulah Grout Olivio Lopes *
Ida G. Meikle * Phyllis M. Keith Evelyn E. Hildreth * Marion Louzan *
Vernon W. Nickerson Mal)' H. Jgellander Phyllis Jenness * Ardys C. Lynch
Winifred Parks Edna C. Lincoln Elaine Kelly Dorothy M. Mackin
Jean Patenaude Douglas F. MacDonald Marie R. Kennedy Janice McNamara *
Barbara F. Poe'Sepp Evelyn Mangarpan * Marie L. Leone * Dorothy Merrill *
Margaret M. Reed Charles D. Merrill Mal)' K. Linehan Martha Nickerson *
Genevieve Regan Evelyn Johnson Parziale * Theo B. Lukas Barbara F. Peck
Helen J. Ryan * Lillian Grand Penan Miriam B. Luoma * Margaret M. Raymond
Mal)' Patricia Ryan * Anthony J. PeTJY * Alice C. Lynds Jean E. Richter *
Eileen M. Sanford Charlotte Prochnow * Phyllis MacMillan Muriel Lee Shennan *
Robert K. Shnitzler Lillian R. Putnam Mal)' E. Murphy Helen Smarsh
Maljorie Skahill * Loretta Ring John S. Noonan Margaret F. Smith
Janice B. Sprogell Vera M. Ross Alyce O'Donnell * Margaret B. Tonello
Margaret M. Wellington M. Patricia Royal * Katherine Oldham * Gertrude lagorin
Dorothy V. Schrader * Anna V. Rossi *
Victor R. Staknis * Edith Tardiff
1941 John H. Stella 1948Catherine R. White
Melvin A. Backman * Gloria Zeman 1945 Corinne AustinHenl)' J. Barber * Hortense E. Burton
Carey W. Brush Elizabeth Brady Phyllis C. Chait
Malvena E. Cangiano 1943 John Burgess Estelle P. EpsteinMadelyn E. Clancy Jean Nicoll Craig Mildred D. Foy *
Doris L Clifford Antoinette P. Borrelli * Marilynn F. Dutra Lillian M. Grimley *
Betty Edgar * Marion J. Bothwell Meredith Eichelberger Richard T. Grimley *
William J. Edgar * Aorence B. Brower. Mal)' E. Fanjoy • Mildred R. Jarvis
Ellen F. Fahey Serena E. Clal)' * AnneE. Hall Sara Keren
Loring O. Felch Joseph F. Comerford Constance M. Kennefick Franklin L. Kroell
Liette M. Fregeau Eleanor F. Crabill Louise F. Pola Maljorie Marshall
Eleanor Fulton Ellen Mercer Diming Louise C. Reilly * Otis H. McCorkle *
Francis X. Guindon Patricia DuBois Dorothy E. Sturtevant Mal)' W. Miller *
Shirley Thompson Hadley * Richard G. Durnin Dorothy E. Wells Jean L Nummi *
Jeannette L Halloran Eileen A. Foley Lorraine Opitz
Elna L Helgerson * Jennie Frost Genevieve M. Powers *
Winnifred T. Hodges * Doris E. Grindle 1946 Phyllis L RyderDorothy Ida Iversen Luella Hartbower Grace Sabatini *
Ruth S. Kumin Lea Theresa Hearn * Everett O. Britton * Ruth Winsor
Eileen V. Laporte * Sylvia Katler Altana M. Bullard •
Charlotte C. Lowe Lois Lopes * Dorothy B. Church
AnnL Mahon. Virginia T. Mayo * Phyllis R. Friedman 1949Linnea Maki Elaine M. Mazgelis Grace M. Gonnan *
Ina May Marland Barbara L Newhall Patricia R. A. Gricius Helene Adams *
Lucille L Marvill James Nolan Mal)' A. Harrington * Nathalie J. Agostino *
Mal)' E. McAvoy Madeline C. Nolan Louise L Homen John Raymond BeTl)'
Mal)' E. Merlet • Eunice M. Kohler Imogene F. BrightmanJoAn S. Brouwer *
Giving Clubs President's Circle $5,000 and above • Millennium Satiety $1,000-$2,499 'Y Century Club $100-$499 *
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999 • Crimson Partners $500-$999. Deceased Members •
Marie T. Costa Marie F. Johnson Marjorie Gregg * Joyce Carpenter*
Loretta-Anne Devine Jeannette Kelleher * Barbara F. Guzovsky Francis P. Curran.
Dorothy F. Dickie Albert E. Kiernan Doris E. Hanson Joanne F. Curran *
J. Kenneth Downey* Marie A. King Barbara M. Hickey Joan A. Gnecco
Frank F. Dunn. Jeanne M. Kozak Beatrice M. Higgins Lois Haslam *
Ann M. Dutton Joseph A. Kudera * Noreen Hine * Phyllis C. Hosker *
MaryL Fahey Helen A. Kudlic Lois S. Kennedy * Jean E. Labelle *
James A. Flanagan Robert E. Lemos Isabelle B. King ~ Stanley Mackun
Marilyn C. Gross Rhoda A. Linehan * Ethel Korotsky * Beverly Mazan
Carol I. Gurney Margaret L Macinnis * Madeleine T. McDonald. Antonietta C. Meier
Marjorie H. Hallowell Mary T. Mack * Claire E. McHugh * Carol E. Mesheau
Frances E. Heney • Jean M. Maguire * Lois C. Ponder* Dorothy J. Messier
Nancy Jenkins Lottie A. Mahoney * Lorraine A. Rossi * Donald J. Morey
Jean B. Lisewski Alfred Mazukina Harriet M. Royce Jeanne S. Murphy
Maria Murray Leona M. McFarland * Jean F. Santos John D. Murphy
Marjorie E. Pearson Burnham P. Miller* Beverly B. Shapiro Ann K. Noyes
Bernice Reed Thelma R. Morris * J. Kenneth Taylor * Dorothy F. O'Neill *
Belmira A. Robinson. Walter K. Morrison * Alberta M. Tolin Marilyn Susan Pettengill
Leola N. Santos * Sara Anne M. Mowbray Lois Phelps
Harrold S. Shipps Marian C. O'Brien * Mary Pickett
Phyllis A. Smith Angela O'Hearn 1952 Barbara A. ReinckeMarie Sweeney Paul A. Olander Paul Salamon *
Barbara J. Sykes * Marilyn P. Oxman * Gertrude A. Alley Anita Sethares
Leona Taylor Pauline Panagopoulos Wilma C. Berardi Lola L Tatakis *
Betty Morton Tidrow George S. Pappas* Jacqueline L Brehm * Theresa A. Theodore
Doris Tierney Barbara B. Peckham * Joan M. Bruno Beverly A. Thomas
Elaine K. Tolivaisa Lucille A. Peters * Rita Choquette Frank G. Ventura
Eleanor Trevains Jean M. Prendergast ~ Shirley Deknes Barbara Walsh
Gloria M. Turgiss Mary T. Reardon * Harold F. Delisle * Judith A. Walters *
Jacqueline K. Weyand Charlotte Rosen Elaine M. Dennis George A. Weygand ~
Marion T. Salley* Maria K. Dounelis Ruth L Wheeler
Paul V. Salley * Helen R. Duquette Joan Woods1950 Barbara A. Sargent * Ursula Gamble * Barbara R. WordellEileen Scacca Jean M. Gilman John E. Zaino *Pauline A. Amaral Alice R. Scanlon ~ Rodel G. Greenberg
Mary E. Anderson * Rita C. Scudder* Marie L GrzywaczAdelia Blaszczak ~ Marie Smith * Elizabeth L Hamilton 1954Marilyn L Boulais * Lena Stitilis Ellen C. HealyLeah M. Boutin Nancy L. Sullivan Marjorie Simmons Hunt * Fatima Allie *
Jean E. Briggs * Catherine Y. Telford ~ Helen P. Keegan Claire M. Appling
Marilyn A. Brion * Anne F. Tierney. Virginia Kindem Martha L Ball
Warren S. Cooke* Kathleen E. Tonelli * Marian T. LeBlanc * Robert M. BarrowsTheresa M. Corcoran. June E. Vawter Amelia E. Leconte * Marie D. Beauregard
Antone R. Costa * Doreen M. Wallace Carolyn E. Lorman Nancy M. Bestul *Barbara Coville Roland Weeks Lorraine A. Lundegren Edward J. Bielski *Walter G. Creedon Joyce M. Windhol Rita H. Lyons * Ellen F. Binney
Margaret Crocker Meredith G. Martin Alicia M. Boucher
Mary Daugherty* Lois McKenzie * M. Lois Brophy
Paul G. Dickie 1951 Michael J. Merten Joseph R. BrunoMalcolm A. Dillon * Carl Z. Ponder* JaneM. Busi
Marilyn C. Donovan Allan K. Belcher Katherine Root Doris Chisholm
Roselyn C. Dow * Rose-Marie Briand * Florence Shearer Charles Christie.
Christine A. Dowd Robert S. Carter ~ Lois A. Thomson David B. Crosby
Robert Emmet Driscoll * C. Louis Cedrone. Claire E. Thorp Janet Cunningham
Priscilla M. Eldridge. Ruth K. Chippendale * Mildred Vaillancourt Gertrude J. Daneau
Eleanor Finn Terry Hart Cogan. Jean Tubbs Watkins. Joan C. Dugener
Margaret T. Fitzmorris * Marie T. Corcoran Jean E. Watt * Jacqueline M. Fee *
Richard C. Flemming Shirley M. Cory * Frances M. Webber Bernice Gerson.
JamesW. Fox Lawrence J. Costa Carolyn P. Wilson * Helene L Gilmartin
Claire Friedman * Martha E. Cummings ~ John H. Green *
Carol P. Fritz Therese P. Doherty* Jeanne M. Haviland
Sadie M. Galego Dorothy A. Dunn. 1953 Margaret M. HigginsFrederick W. Gustafson ~ Virginia A. Edgell Betty-Anne A. Holly
Carolyn Hale Margaret Hart Foley ~ Mary A. Acklen Donald S. Holmes
Francis J. Hennessy* Wallace J. Gleekman * Sallee Bielski * Edward P. Keller*
Richard B. Hovey* Audrey J. Gough Armand P. Boisselle * MaryE. Kilian
John S. Hughes Doris J. Goyetche George W. Cahill Emma F. Law *
Carolyn Johnson * Joseph Gregg * Patricia A. Cahill Marie H. Leavens *
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we con moke the necessary corrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
Sondra Leiman 1956 Patricia A. Gray Joan MitchellJoan M. Lloyd * Judith A. Keene MaryK. Noll
Myra A. Lopes * Natalie Barry * R. Elaine Kelley Mary M. O'Toole *Rose B. Maloney * Alice F. Boivin Ellen Bowen Kilbridge * Jean Ann Phinney
Murielle G. Michaud Carlene E. Brown. Margaret S. Lewis Joan Reed
Ann H. Morris * Laura Crocco * Barbara A. Mello Marcel RichardPatricia H. Murphy Ann C. Doyle * Anne M. Meloni Thomazia A. RoyRobert L. Rowell Antone Felix Margaret P. Merritt Carolyn Ryan
Barbara A. Siekman Mary B. Foster Janet A. Michaud Joan B. SmileyMary Lane Stacey Joseph E. Fratianni Eleanor M. Morrison Nancy L. SmithJoan F. Swanson Marilyn Furlong Barbara J. Mulcahy Thomas L. SmithAndrea J. Thelander Janet Green William A. Orcutt * Annie A. Spence
Ann M. Thomas * Blandine Hogan * Eileen M. Perkins Carole L. SplaineWayne E. Thomas * Gail Jamison. Alvin F. Rubin Barbara A. Strickland *
Hazel L. Varella * Margaret Joyce. Lee N. Seater Joan M. SullivanGeraldine L. Wickman Virginia M. Kalaghan Marie Seminatore Elizabeth Tormey
Anne L. Zeigler* Eugene A. Kennedy * Beverly Shavinsky John S. Tripp *
Winifred M. Leary John J. Shields * Brenda VanDeusen
Harold LeBlanc * Mary Belle Small Barbara Wilson1955 Margaret A. Lopes Helen M. SylviaJohn R. Uva
Almeda C. Ambrulevich * Mary Lymberis * 1959Martha Batchelder * Patricia McGillis
Helen Boisselle * Eleanor M. Morlino 1958 Gloria AndradeTheresa A. Boucher * Norma P. Munroe * Lorraine E. Bailey
Helen Braithwaite * Marian E. Nelson Noreen Avery * Patricia A. Boland
Phyllis L. Caligaris * Barbara A. Nicholson. Marilyn W. Barry * Diane Bridgwood
Faith R. Crandall Eileen A. O'Grady * James W. Beaudry William S. Bruno
Marcia Crooks * Eleanor M. Olson Mary L. Beaudry Rose H. Burgos
Diane Mary Dickinson Lorraine P. Olson * Roberta A. Bellows Mary Lou Canniff Carroll *
John V. Ditullio * Priscilla Olson Judith Bolton William E. Croke *
Sandra S. Fitzpatrick Alice O'Neill Anne F. Brownley Jeanne B. Dawe
Helen E. Foster * Patricia C. O'Neill * Susan Cannon Margaret A. Demone
Nancy A. Frey * Nathalie Foley Palmer Ronald J. Carroll * Muriel F. Dextradeur
Madlyn I. Giberti • Joan M. Park. Lois Colasurdo Paul F. Giberti •
Betty L. Green * Arline M. Roy * Nancy C. Connelly Virginia M. Gizzi
John P. Hackett * Vincent P. Sullivan '" MaryAlice Costello Dorothy Goldberg *
Patricia Hackett * Ann R. Talbot Mary Cowgill Carol A. Dutton Hoole
Eleanor Hartley Joanne M. Uva Arthur G. Cullati * Carroll E. Jeppson *
Marilyn P. Hoffman * Aleta C. Vokey Henry O. Daley Donald R. Ketcham
Joan B. Horsefield * Ann M. Davis Genevieve A. Lamoureux
Elva Kanakry * 1957 Beverly W. Dirksen Roger C. LamoureuxKathleen P. Kroll * Harriet C. Donahue Paul J. Linehan
Elizabeth A. Kulas Barbara F. Adams Cynthia N. Donatelli Richard P. Lombardi *Joan S. Leland Harry Colman Allen Dorothy A. Driscoll * Leon A. Long
Mary Catherine Lydon * Ann M. Allerdt Irene A. Dygas Elaine M. MelisiJessie Martin John R. Andre Ruth C. Farley * Marilyn L. Mello *Sally A. Mathewson. Phyllis A. Armstrong * Shirley M. Geary * Carolyn L. MillardJoan E. Murphy Roberta A. Barss Susan Getchell Gordon W. Mitchell *
A. Karen Orcutt * Gerald E. Blanchette * Viola M. Goodnow Annette M. Mullis.Marie J. Quist John J. Braithwaite * Joanne M. Hadalski Jean M. O'BrienJosephine S. Rego Ann Brewer Maryellen A. Harrington Jane E. Powers
Elizabeth A. Rowell Janice A. Byrne Priscilla Hayward Carol M. Roht
Ann Ryan '" Virginia Cahoon Jacqueline Hobday Robert M. Rosenblatt
Robert P. Ryan '" Adelia K. COl" * Phoebe Hogg James R. Ruffini *Frances N. Sadek '" Constance J. Corkum Beverly Hounsell Rayna Skolnik
Cynthia L. Smith * William J. Costa Joseph Kelleher * Donald K. Smith
Francena Smith * Lois Cronan Irene F. Kiley Pauline A. Solmonese
Barbara Stevens * E. Ruth Desjeunes Jane R. Kilmer Arthur J. SouzaGreta E. Tyson Marie I. Duerden * Eleanor Lemond Rorence T. SullivanDenise N. Valencia Sally B. Dunn Ann M. Linehan Joan M. SullivanAnnT. Walsh Jean A. Dwyer Lois Mackey Jacqueline L. Swanson
Marilyn J. Federico '" Barbara Shire Magro Shirley A. Tinkham
Martha Reming Natalie May Ann M. Tosi
Elizabeth A. Fontaine Albert W. Mayers Nancy P. Wilson
Susanne D. Gavin Claire McAfee *Veronica H. McCarthy
Dorothy A. Mclaughlin
Giving Clubs President's Circle $5,000 and above. Millennium Society $1,000 -$2,499 ... Century Club $100-$499 *
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999 • Crimson Partners $500-$999. Deceased Members •
Although we have taken great core to check the names listed, no such list can. be
perfect. Ifwe have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologIze.
Please let us know so that we con make the necessary correc.tions to our records.





























A. William Kochanczyk *
Robert Locatelli *
Mary A. Mahan *
Rebecca E. Mauch *










David A. Sousa *
Rose F. Souza *
June R. Stonkus





Mary Jane C. Walsh
Maude C. Ware
Richard A. Watts












Jane M. Creedon *




Mary Beth Dowd •
Priscilla J. Fiore
Nancy P. Flynn •




















































Robert H. Cross *
Agnes M. Dauphinais
Judith M. DeFilippo.








William G. Grable *
Jo-Anne A. Granger
Florence M. Gray *
Franklin A. Gray *





















Sheila T. McKenna *
Norma E. McKenzie
Nancy McQueeney
John F. Minihan *
Carl R. Nash















Norma A. Sullivan *
Melinda Thornton
Janet E. Tieman *
Marilyn G. Tracy




















Mabel E. Doherty *








C. Christopher Ford *




Joseph A. J. Gagnon
Chester M. Gardner *
Carol A. Gilson *
Jane C. Goodwin *





















William J. Murphy *
Diana Nichols *








Louise A. Scott Linda E. Rosendahl Denise I. Legault John E. Grant
Florence Short Kathleen A. Ryan Laurence B. Lerner Sandra C. Gravanis
Joan Smith Priscilla G. Sanguedoke Jeanne A. Lesperance Alice C. Hall
Judith A. Smith Anthony L Sarno * Susan M. Levine Courtland L Harlow.
Patricia A. Souza Nancy J. Sarno * Helen C. Lewis Karen F. Ireland
Patricia A. Souza Meredith L Spencer Alyce M. Lindahl Elaine Jackson
Donald J. Sullivan Carol E. Stys Esther A. Marshall Dianne L Jenkins
Marilyn E. Swain Judith A. Sullivan Kathleen P. Martin Linda C. Jette
Linda E. Thompson Judith A. Sweeney Doris A. Mason * Ellen M. Johnston *
Roberta A. Vernaglia James A. Tartari Robert L Mason * Kenneth A. Jones
Thomas P. Walsh * David A. Tassinari Raymond G. Masse Alan R. Kenney
Robert F. Ward Linda M. Tassinari Janice L McAteer Barbara M. Kirkland
Marvin Wechsler Susan Libby E. Thevenin * Sandra C. McDennott Ruth T. Kneier
Susan H. Wentz Anne TIsdale-Ashford Paul D. McVay Eileen M. Lafleur
Diane E. Willard Robert L. Todd. Sheila M. McVay Patricia A. Latimer
Wallace A. Wood Margaret A. Tomkiewicz David J. Messaline * Louise A. Laughlin
Virginia A. Woods Doreen M. Trepanier Donna V. Modzelewski Robert P. Lawton
Beverly C. Yankopoulos Helen E. Tripp Richard K. Nelson Nancy V. McManus
Carolyn J. Young Jeanne E. Turner Noel E. Nerney-Lomas Barbara Anne Meyer
Judith A. Tyler* Carol A. Pellegrini Susan M. Molla
Beverly A. Van Allen Nancy P. Penney Jeanne M. Morn'l1964 Marilyn Watson Elaine M. Peterson Janice V. MorrissetteMarilyn A. Willard Elizabeth A. Pircio Donald A. Murray*Rena R. Almeida Florence A. Wright MaryL Rand Michael C. O'Connor
Tracy Baldrate * Margaret M. Robichaud JoAnne Olson*Victoria J. Boucher Janine T. Rodriguez Steven W. Olson *Alyce C. Brezinski 1965 Mary Ann SanClemente Bruce A. PalomboJoan D. Brides Claire W. Schooley Linda Oby PatchThomas A. Buba Milton R. Barnes Joseph S. Silva George S. PetersAnn F. Cameron Madeline I. Barry Frederick R. Stevens * Judith B. PetipasCarol A. Collins Constance A. Bass Mary S. Stevens * Joseph P. PimentalHelen 1. Cox Dorene P. Benjamin Arthur T. Svensen Carol A. Powers
Gay J. Demaggio * Phyllis M. Bernard * Diane M. Svensen Warren C. RadcliffMelanie E. Demoranville Lorraine J. Blais William C. Towne Carol A. RainsCarole A. DiBurro Rita L Blake Arleen M. Trufan Diane R. RandolphJadwiga Earle Marsha L Boynton Janet R. Vanzoeren MarieL RebaCharles W. Elliott Richard A. Bridgwood Thomas T. Witowski David J. Rodriquenz*Hillard M. Forman Henry W. Burbine * Nancy L Yucius Rosemary A. Rodriquenz*Suzanne A. Galipeau Franz Cahoon Barbara A. Santos
Albert E. Gibbons* Pamela Carlin Margaret A. SarroClaire-Marie E. Hart Kevin B. Carter 1966 Patricia A. ScanlonForest E. Henderson * Christine A. Coan Linda H. SchmidtEleanor H. Hoar William P. Coan Karen M. Ashworth Ann E. ScholzJoseph P. Joaquin David C. Cohen Joan M. Barra Sharon M. SeablomMartha D. Jones Thomas J. Conners•• Emily S. Blampied Patricia A. SeversEdward F. Kelly Judith C. Cousens Charlotte M. Bloomberg* Corinne SpenceRochelle C. Kieron Mary E. Cranfill Janet Alusow Bobar Joyce J. StellaSandra H. Kittredge Janet A. Curlew Stella Stanek Borowiec Mary-Louise L TavaresMeredith P. Krueger Marjorie L Davis Barbara A. Brennan Marcia Traverse
Gail A. Lamb * Marsha S. Davis Kenneth D. Brennan Paul VitalToivo A. Lamminen Sandra M. Discepolo * Robert H. BUTWood * Carol L VoghtFrancis L Lane Priscilla F. Douzanis Priscilla Cahn Robert L WillistonRobert M. Lane Donna E. Ellis Joan C. Casabian Elaine A. WoodTheresa A. Lane Florence T. Ely Joseph M. Chencus * Sheila LancasterYoudAnn L Levasseur Maeve A. Foley Pauline G. Ciccone
Donald W. Metcalf Theresa S. Geribo * Robert M. Commins*
Susanne L Michelini * Gordon W. Goodfellow Charles L Crawley 1967David A. Morwick Ruth H. Guild Sharon E. Dean
Priscilla Nicholson Judith R. Hajec Lawrence A. Decareau Susan R. Raskin Abrams*
James Nidositko * Patricia A. Harrington Daniel J. Dodson Louise G. Anthony
Arvid A. Ohlen Mary Ann Hebert Judith M. Donnelly Marcia L Atkins
Nancy E. Ohlen Donna M. Hughes* Carolyn A. Doraz Janet M. Balutis
Linda J. Parsons Michael J. Hughes* Janice E. Drinan Anita LBarton
Anthony F. Pellegrini * Marjorie J. Keene Carol L Durham Carol V. Blair
Denise A. Pizura * Thomas M. Lagrasta Sheila B. Feenan James A. Bohlin *
Bernadette A. Reid * Margot A. Lavoie Rene A. Gagnon Gloria J. Burhoe
Ralph J. Ricci Neal M. leBlanc Alberta D. Goss* Laura J. Carley
Robert A. Carney
Giving Clubs President's Circle $5,000 and above • Millennium Society $1,000-$2,499'" CentUly Club $100-$499*
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999 • Crimson Partners $500-$999. Deceased Members.
Although we' #love token great core to checlc the names listed, no such list con. be
perfect Ifwe'~ inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologIze.
Please let us know so that we ron make the necessary correc.tions to our records.


























































































































Paul C. Killgoar ~


































































































Brian F. Gilligan *



















John R. Manso *





Linda Susan McLeavey *
Judith M. McSharry
















Cynthia A. Cowles OIansky*





















































































































James L Quinn *





Shirley V. Sahl *
President's Circle $5,000 and above.
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999.
Betty J. Simon
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Kathleen L Shea *
Mal)' Louise Shea
Nancy E. Shemeth






















































































































































































Carol A. AI-Awadi *
F. Robert Allison
Beth A. Annino

























































Maureen C. Von Euw
Mary Gouveia














Carol L. Kosicki •
























Kenneth D. Ottariano *
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William P. Feeney *
Mary-Ellen Filosa








Angela A. Gerth *
Susan J. Giammalvo
Martha R. Corcoran Godfrey



























Michael J. McNamara *
Christine L. Mello







Christine M. Pelosi *






Christine M. Santoro *







Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect. If we have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our recards.











Mark P. Hayer *
Kathy A. Helean
Steven E. Hill



























Jane F. McElwee *





























Charles W. Stockbridge *
Stacey A. Taylor
Lorraine M. Thomhill *
John E. Vercollone *
Shelley A. Visinho















William C. Brown *
















Jeanne O. Foster *
Nancy A. Gentile
Julie E. Goss
James C. Grady *
Susan M. Hackney
Susan M. Hanson







Sandra A. B. Ledvina *
Barbara M. Lennon
Barbara F. Lightizer *
Wm Jeffrey Lord
Steven W. MacLean




Michael A. McCabe ~
Carol Misiewicz *





































































Emest J. Johnson *
Joanne S. Johnson *
Daniel J. Keating *







Susan J. Lawson *
Lisa M. Louttit *
Thomas P. Luby



















Phillip C. Souza *











































Joseph P. Johnson *














































































Joseph J. Gonsalves *
Maureen P. Graney *
Andrea J. Haetling
Joshua W. Hamilton *






Barbara A. Jackson *
John W. Jessup
Elaine C. Kambegian
James A. Kane *
Christina 1. Lafferty
















Judith A. Nickley *
Susan E. O'Brien
Leslie G. Perreault




















































































































CentuJY Club $100-$499 *
Deceased Members •
Suzanne M. Lefevre Edward F. McDonough Pamela J. Mahoney-Pacheco Debra L Morrell-Woodard
Jennifer Anne Loftus Maria L Melchionda Carolyn T. Maltz Sean O'Malley*
Lisa A. Lundy Joyce B. Moore Joanna M. Marchand Pamela O'Neil
William Francis Lynch * Richard S. Morse Lauretta A. Maslanka Laurie C. Padula
Mary L MacCaffrie Carolyn O'Neil-Smith Sandra Morrow-Cabral Janice T. Proc
Tracey J. Martineau Marc F. Pelletier Elizabeth L Myra Lisa A. Rodericks
Mary Ursula Mikita Jeffrey P. Perry Karen A. Phelan Judith C. Rolt
Carol A. Millerick * Paul R. Prado Sandra J. Prado Donald F. Schloth
Timothy P. Millerick * Ronald J. Rezzani * Deborah A. Quinn Christopher Sheedy
Allan D. Moniz David A. Robichaud 'Y Henry R. Reed Suzanne Sprague
Mary E. Moores Beth A. Sarafian Matthew L Robinson Judith F. Stuart
Robert G. Moores Maria Z. Schouten-Moniz Brian P. Rogan * Laura J. Wante
Jane N. MuMhill Mary J. Sperandio Diane Ross Kevin J. Whalen
Michael E. Nickley * John W. Strachan Steven Sattin Daniel F. Whitham
John R. O'Day Ellen Sullivan Karen A. Silvia Joanne D. Whyte
Susan J. O'Day Donna J. Swift John E. Snyder
Dorothy E. Pearl Jane H. Sword Susan M. Strakus
Robert S. Pearl Karen A. Thompson Cheryl A. Studley 1986Lori J. Perry Luanne A. Tibbetts Paula F. Swartz
Edward J. Rosebach Marie E. Trudel Christine L. Tempesta * Kimberly L Anderson
Diane L Salvucci Phyllis E. Warren * Sandra L. Wettergreen Patricia D. Anderson *
Robert E. Sammons Robin H. Watkins Timothy J. Woodward Jean E. Belanger
Nancy J. Sexton Maura M. Yanosick Kevin P. Belanger
Claire M. Sheehan Kara L. Belland
Janet B. Sherman * 1985 Janice E. BourneKathleen D. Simonds 1984 Michael T. BoutinElisabeth R. Strachan Domingo B. Amado * Laura M. Brady
June M. Strojny Kathleen C. Argo Catherine M. Baker Jennifer S. Branco
Carole M. Sullivan Steven A. Baillargeon Judith E. Bardfield Mary-ann Bridgwood
Karen J. Trucchi Laurie J. Bibby Jill M. Barres * Terrell L Cote-Vizard *
Joan E. Walkey Karen L Callahan Steven J. Berardino * Robert A. Crossman *
Suzanne E. Wasil David Carreiro * Margaret K. Bouchard Timothy V. Crowley
Tracey A. White Maria A. Colangeli • Denise F. Cahill Maureen L Daher
Susan M. Zecchini Donna M. Davis Alison M. Campbell Linda L DeGirolamoElizabeth A. Day Dennis A. Chighisola Janice F. Dunkley
Michael J. Deasy Daniel F. Clifford * Joyce Fleck
Sheila M. Delaney William J. Crosby Suzanne GaMn
1983 David M. Dion Alison M. Doucette Bernadette M. GolasSandra J. Donnelly Margy A. Drew Curtis Guillotte *
Richard J. Agostinelli Lucy B. Driscoll Richard P. Dubee Marcia L. Hall
Mechelle Bolden Robert Dunkley Beth O'Connell Dymek RosaV. Hall
Marilyn H. Browne Mary T. Flanagan Kerri M. Eck Jo-anne Hays
Cheryl A. Caira Colleen A. Flood Donna M. Ferris Mary Anne Hunter
Jane E. Callahan * John W. Fournier Susan L. Fitzpatrick Pamela G. Kelley *
Patricia M. Canniff Mary B. Francis Lynn A. Frasca Timothy J. Killion
Frederick W. Clark 'Y Maureen M. Genereux Gregory A. Froio Laurie A. Lundergan
Robert A. Colangeli • Norman C. George Mallori C. George Maureen A. Lydon
Margaret A. Colligan Peter Q. George Timothy G. Green Virginia L. Machado
Laurie A. Correia Donald Gibson Margaret L. Guiney Russell E. MacMillan
Michael J. Couture Brenda S. Green Judith Ann Hall Donna M. Medeiros
Karen A. Croteau Laurie A. Green Norma J. Harrington Lisa M. Morano
Mary Jane DeGrazia Nell E. Hayes Carol M. Herlihy Mark N. Nora
Mary E. Dunn-Miner Judith L Henry Paul F. Herlihy Donna L O'Malley*
Kathleen M. Elie Kathleen A. Hubsch Stephen J. Hughes JoAnne B. Petrie
Shirley D. Gagne Marguerite M. Jacinto * Dean L Johnson Janice J. Porter
Keith J. Grillo Constance C. James Andrea Leigh Kaufman * John F. Pozerski
Donna M. Grugnale Warren C. Jones* Carrie M. Kulick-Clark 'Y Debra A. Priddle
Michael E. Grugnale Debora Kimball Wendi E. Levine Laura A. Romanelli
N. Kate Guerard Valerie A. Kroon Audrey R. Little Meredith P. Schuft
Mary A. Harding Priscilla G. Lane Elizabeth A. Manning Martha L Sigel
Terri A. Hebert Deborah A. Leppanen Amy R. Marcus Brian J. Spears
Candace Hergenrother Suzanne Lillie Heidi K. Marotta James M. Storey
Deborah Jean Kasabian * Christine E. Lortie Vera Marshall Sean-Patrick Sullivan *
Judith Lally Sandra M. Maccaferri Patrick S. McGlynn * Dorothy F. Thayer
Lori E. Lange Peter B. Michael Nancy B. Williams
Nancy P. laRiviere Brian M. Moore * Steven A. Willis
Although we hove taken greot care to check the names listed. no such list can be
perfect If we hove Inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name. we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary carrections to our records.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater MagaZine.
1987 Rita T. Pastore 1990 Sheila Lane *Joan M. Pozerski Jane Le
Ann Marie Adelsberger Karen L Stacey Cheryl Adams Elizabeth Marchand
Wayne D. AndeTSOn Sarah Vannozzi David A. Baker Phyllis Parker
Shirley S. Baer Keith E. Wilcox Ruth Batson _ Robert Patriquin *
Kathleen M. Benson Maryann Zayka Kelly Ann Bettencourt Brian PeaTSOn
Lauren E. Bina Dale S. Boyle Lorraine Perrault
linda J. Bosworth 1989 Tina M. Bronkhorst Michael PerryJoanne G. Carriuolo Debra S. Bry Stephen Raymond *
Robert M. Carroll Tracey L Armstrong Jane Taris Cafferty Dianne Regan
Janet M. Chamberlain Judy A. Barry * Daniel H. Correia Teresa Roberts
Colleen F. Cosgrove Nancy M. Bernier Judith A. Crowley Rita Rothberg
Theresa A. Cronin Louise Brouillard Donna M. Driscoll Angela Snell *
Gina G. Gallerani Thomas J. Butler WiJliam J. Egan Mary Tessier
Albert P. Gardner Lisa J. Centrella Susan M. Faria
Rick L Giuliotti * Elizabeth A. Cole Polly A. Field 1992Dianne T. Gomes Matthew J. Collins * . Sheila E. Finnegan
John D. Gould Rachel S. Collins * Elfrieda Riebe Gershman Lawrence Albaugh *
Christine M. Iaconis Paula I. Como Steven R. Goodyear Nancy L Avenll
Kevin P. Kindregan * Patricia M. Cordeiro James P. Harrington David Bamford
Elizabeth Ladas Elaine M. Crowley Joyce C. Hayes Deborah Brightman
Charles A. Lemieux Maria F. B. T. DaSilva Kristine L Hunter Eric Cedrone
David B. Mason lisa A. Davol Lori L Jerrier Sean Connor
Jane McSweeney Deborah L DeGregorio Thomas F. Kelley * Stephen Culp
Ann Marie Miranda Joann DiJley Frances M. Lafleur Michel Daigle
Tracy L Moroni Marci S. Elman Suzanne C. Lowell Tara A. Dolan Morano
Michelle A. Poor Sheryl A. Erikson Jean F. Mattila Kristine M Donoghue
Julie F. Powers Kathleen S. Fuller Paulajo Gaines Mays * Jeffrey Driscoll
Lydia L Riker WiJliam M. Gagliard Kathleen M. McCormack Anne-Marie Fitzgerald *
Janet Miriam RogeTSOn Richard P. Gately_ John L Mclean * Esther Glynn
Brenda P. Rugg Patrick O. Hurley Jorge L Neves * Gary Kruskall
Janet F. Sherman Denise M. Kiley Lynn-Ann Palmieri Michael Lagace
Usa Tynan Gerald Labelle Jean M. Proctor Usa Langan
Sara I. Unger Paul T. Leuchte Laurie A. Protano Thomas Lucey
Marcy Winer Beverly I. Levine Janet E. Quinn John Malinsky
Lesley Zavracky F. Scott Longo * Regina T. Quirk Joseph Montagna
James M. Loonie Cynthia Randall Charles Neudorf'er *
Alan M. Lydiard Daniel Rezendes JorgeOrta *1988 Gyneth McGarvey Elizabeth M. Riley linetteRao*
Amy B. Barton * Gail M. Milton
Sandra L Rivet Richard Weinhold
Judith A. Nelson Cynthia A. RobertsAmy J. Blanchard Claudette E. O'Connor Michael S. RothbergKeith Bourdon John R. Phelps Melissa L Shea 1993David M. Bresse Richard Rao * James F. SmithKathleen A. Buschenfeldt Barbara J. Reynolds Jacqueline A. Ware Vincent ArmstrongAlfred M. Calk * Alisa M. Safley-Deavilla Cathleen T. Warren Renata AragaoMary M. Casey Jeanne D. Sarno Catherine Zylinski Robin M. BartonSusan B. Clark Kevin E. Sawyer John BoorackCynthia S. Crandlemere Barbara J. Swartz John BringamnerDaniel J. Darcy Matthew F. Taylor 1991 JiJlBrownAngela R. Disharoom
Barbara K. EmeTSOn * Patricia A. Taylor Robert Bry
Lynn M. Garcia James M. Thomson Jeffrey P. BurkeKathleen P. ThorntonLouis A. Ghelfi Stephen A. Walsh Kelly CoxAnne S. Gibbons Michael Cox
Gertrude Beauchemin Haddad John R. Washington Kathleen A. Aaherty *
Leslie AndeTSOn Hickey Bethanne Welch Gerard K. Aaherty
Jane A. Hogan Nancy M. Gedraitis
KarenE. Hom Anthony Gutierrez
Karen M. Jacobs John Healey
Barry D. Lamkin Charles Hunter
Elizabeth E. Larkin Andrea Jackson-MiJler
Jeanne A. Mahanna Michael Jerrier
Ralph J. Mamgnetti Steven Joubert *
Susan A. Oliveria Sandra Lacivita
Jeffrey Lane *
Giving Clubs President's Circle $5,000 and abo~ •
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999.
Miftennium Society $1,000-$2,499 'Y
Crimson Partners $500-$999.
Century Club $100-$499 *
Deceased Members •





























































































































































































Graduate Alumni 1940 1961 1967by Class Year John D. Callahan * Joseph R. Ambers Gail K. Brookings
Henry J. Fanning* Basil F. Cronin
Robert H. Leavens* Frances D. Leach1949 John L. Liberman Richard U. LizotteRobert L McCarthy Laura E. Mcleod *Maurice E. Rucker Margaret A. Phinney Roberta a Reynolds
Cecily Day Sullivan *
1953 Priscilla F. Wilkins '61 1968
Richard D. Batchelder* 1962 Gerald M. Allman *Thomas J. Clegg
1954 John Garrigan Arthur D. FerreiraCarol E. Kenney Wayne H. Karlson
Mary T. Carvalho Sara Nan laMonica Walter F. MacDonald
Lloyd S. Clark Michael Sansone Alice J. O'Malley
George A. Shediack *
Richard G. Smith
1955 Roberta A. Smith-Sullivan * 1969
Manuel M. Cabral * Carolyn A. Johansson
Lawrence A. Castle 1963 Harold A. LundbergWesley A. Shaw
Frances N. Guay Roger K. Smith
1956 Mary C. HathawayMargaret A. Keohane *
John A. Holt James E. O'Donnell 1970Maryan L Nowak Robert N. Witham * Herbert A. Aalpoel *
John F. Aylmer*
1957 1964 Mary H. Siemers
Charles J. Kent Susie M. Bates
Alphee N. laFlamme Robert 1. Brousseau 1971John F. Maloney * Louis T. Falcone
Robert S. Murray* Mary E. Fuller Paul N. AnthonyDorris M. Berger
Mary E. Brown
1958 1965 Marilyn C. CanfieldCarol A. Redgate*
Neil C. Fitzgerald Gail A. Barry Annis L Remsen
Anthony J. Minnichel1i Louis Bitar Paul E. Seeley
Ellen B. Rucker Richard J. Faulkner Marcia Stevens
David W. Gavigan Madeline Korelitz Tisch
1959 Anthony M. Gulinello Susan C. TraftonJames Joseph Harrington
K. Virginia Adams Peter L Huston *
Eugene A. Franciosi * William F. Keating * 1972
Joseph M. McDonald David J. Matthews Robert P. Chisholm
Virginia M. Wessing Kenneth Slocum Peirce DwightE.CookLouis 1. Peters * Peter Dahlborg
1960 Winifred FrongJ1lo1966 Betty T. GilsonEthel E. Berman Frederic J. Hemmila *
Donald O. Burling Ramona M. Adler David N. Jakub
David A. Harvey Gerald H. Beals Celeste R. Jones
Frederic I. Hodges Elizabeth Cole Joan G. McDermott
Robert C. Jones* Walter F. Precourt Leslye Ribeiro
Marion R. Kent Dorothy E. Reynolds Richard J. Teto




Giving Clubs President's Circle $5,000 and ablWe •
Golden Benefactors $2,500-$4,999.
Millennium Society $1,000-$2,499'" Century Club $100-$499 *
Crimson Partners $500-$999. Deceased Members.
1973 Jean M. Garrity-Bednarski 1982 1991Luanne M. Gilbert
Ann M. Childs Elaine L Goldstein Dennis Azevedo Carol Lerch *
Pauline Donoghue Gertrude L. McAdams Nancy L Guilford Karen M. McCabe.
Richard J. Donovan Janet J. Miller George K. Gurley ... Diana McGee
Richard A. Giordano * A.Diane Moran Leona Dowitz Mary Ann McKinnon *
Stella J. Hult William F. Naylor Charleine Yarletts Jardin Karen Mclaughlin
Jean M. Larkin Ann-Marie Reed Candyce E. Moore-Walters Suzanne Payne *
Dolores L Mclaughlin * Joanne M. Russell David Pepin
PriSCIlla S. Miles .... Harvey D. Vamet Dawn Sullivan
Deborah A. Roycroft 1983 Linda SullivanRichard C. Thome 1978 Diane L FinnTimothy J. Hassett-Salley 19921974 Patricia Warren Carlson Karen A. SmithClaude I. Desilva John Bums
Claire P. Amiot Pamela A. Elliott Joyce SullivanLillian B. JuzukonisRobert G. Clark Barbara A. Kelly 1984 Bonnie TroupeCornelius Coakley
Judith B. Corayer Maureen Watters Patricia L Coyne
Matthew M. Delaney Patricia Zifcak Frances Dennis 1993Linda A. flynn Mary E. Sullivan
Thomas F. Frizzell 1979 Carolyn A. McSweeneyRoberta L Gesner 1985Charlotte Richards Gilmore * Doris M. Ballantine 1994Dorothy R. Hoult Lou Gorman * Karen J. Danielson
Patricia V. Munro MaryA. Long John R. Southam Wenyao Chen
Marie H. Rasche Kathleen M. MacDonald Eleanor J. Finlayson
Stanley J. Saladyga Carolyn Speeckaert Jean Gefteas
Judith A. Souza John P. Sullivan 1986 Elizabeth A. MeloSandra J. Souza Dorothy D. Sweeney Ruth K. Perrone
Glenn C. Ward Kristine J. Tempinski Diane M. Hart Maura E. Power
Phyllis L Whitehead Barbara Turley
1975 Roseann M. Whittaker 1987 Stephen R. WaisgerberLusheng Wang
Grace J. Bednarz Patricia Dexter Susan M. Williamson
Cinderella BeTJY 1980 Mildred R. DiGiovanni
John R. Ghublikian Glen A. Anderson Carol A. Donovan 1995Donna C. Lima Sally Ann Colarusso Margaret L. Fraser
Kenneth I. Moore Robert F. Costa Carol M. Godfrey Richard Coombs
Robert F. Putnam Bernard J. Dupuis Carol S. Lucas Jeanne Kurrle
Ellen T. Quinn Robert Edward GustafSon Margaret M. O'Neill Kathleen MacIvor
Deborah Murphy Tuck Linda c.Joy Thomas M. Pileski
Ethel B. Winokoor Celeste M. Malinowski Robert M. Quist
Helen J. Pratt Kathleen C. Rudnicki 1996
1976 Susan H. Rooney Karen E. BresnahanDonna C. Siegel 1988 Virginia M. CutlerPeter V. Avitabile Marian S. Spencer Elizabeth Daigle
Bernard T. Bendiksen Gordon T. Waring Christine J. Gibney Mary GUYther
Teresa M. Cogliano Cynthia M. Harlow Jane Jezard
Robert G. Doyle * 1981 Denise M. Lamoureux * Stephen M. KatzClara Heffernan Ferguson Michael O. Schwartz Kimberly Leblanc
Patricia A. Hager Patricia A. Baylor Jill M. Levesque
Elizabeth C. Irwin Mary L. Boucher 1990 Dongxue ZhengElizabeth A. Lamphier Edward B. CunninghamJohn J. Magner Susan M. Gallitano Rosemary Moreau
Elvoid C. Mayers Catherine H. Holbrook Rosina Robinson 1997James F. Sweeney Henry J. Lamb *
Lois Priscilla Scammon Sandra Bohlin *
Ann Harper*
1977
Kenneth R. Brown *
Carol A. Burton
Gay L Encamacao
Robert E. Francis *
Although we have taken great care to check the names listed, no such list can be
perfect Ifwe have inadvertently omitted or misspelled your name, we apologize.
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary corrections to our rec:ards.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
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Patricia J. Anania '75
linda M. Andrews '69
Gary Andries
Lawrence Angell














Audrey C. Bohannon '74
Arthur R. Booth *
Alicia M. Boucher '54
Mary Lee Boudreau
Raymond '69 & Judy Braz ~




Joseph R. Bruno '54
Paul H. Caeran







































































John F. Florence '72
Denise M. Flynn '73




Jeanne O. Foster '77 *
Mildred L. Franzen
Ronald J. Fuller
Luther G. Fulton *




















Alice C. Hall '66
Aleta M. Halliday





















Gail E. Kass '69
Bernard J. Kearney
Kathleen Keefe
Marie E. Keefe '68
James Keegan
Daniel L Kelliher
Edward F. Kelly '64
James M. Kelly
Richard J. Kelly






























Century Club $100-$499 *
Deceased Members +
Although we have token great care to check the names listed, no such list can be





































































Gilbert L. Robbins '68
Frank Rondinelli
James M. Rourke


































Joyce J. Stella '66
Demetrius N. Stellakis














Deborah S. Trust '71










Shelley A. Visinho '76
Liberal Viveiros
















Carolyn J. Young '63
Nancy L. Yucius '65
George F. Zine
Evelyn E. Zion
Please let us know so that we can make the necessary carrections to our recards.
Corrections will be published in the next Bridgewater Magazine.
President Tinsley's
10 Years of Service
at BSC Commemorated
Dr. Dana Mohler-Faria, vice president for adminis-tration and finance; Fred Clark, '83, chairman ofthe BSC Board of Trustees; President Adrian
Tinsley; and louis Ricciardi, '81, chairman of the BSC
Foundation, unveil a stone engraved with a quote
from President Tinsley. The bench around the tree in
the background was placed there in honor of President
Tinsley's 10 years ofleadership at the college, which
she celebrated in June of 1999. The quote on the stone
reads, "There is a person you won't become ifyou don't
take the next step." The stone and bench are located on
the School Street side
of Boyden Hall.•
In conjunction with
helping the disabled, Dr.
Huber involves his students
in service projects to pre-
pare them for a future in
helping individuals with
disabilities. For eight years,
Dr. Huber, along with
students from the special
education and physical
education departments,
were responsible for the
organization and adminis-
tration of the wheelchair
Dr. Joseph Huber division of the Boston
Marathon. This experience
gave students the opportunity to learn about the
personal and athletic needs of the participants.
''It is beneficial to learn firsthand, because a student
cannot obtain this from a textbook," Dr. Huber said.
Dr. Huber's most prized accomplishment to date is
the founding ofthe Children's Physical Developmental
Clinic, which began in 1974. The CPDC, established in
Dr. Huber's first year at BSC, is still the only clinic of its
kind in New England. Students work to help children
develop the motor skills they need to live a norrnallife in
the areas of employment as well as leisure and recreation.
The BSC clinic has not only grown in the number of
students dedicated to helping, but also in the number
of children who are served. The clinic, in 1974, consisted
of 25 students and served 23 children from two commu-
nities. This year, 120 students from 12 different majors
will work together to serve 75 children from 42 different
communities.
Dr. Huber said the award reflects the hard work and
dedication involved in the clinic. "This award is a repre-
sentation of all the fine work past and present students
have done," Dr. Huber said. "They are being recognized
as well as myself." •
Dr. Joseph Huber
Earns Recognition
S3 ThroUghout his 27-year career at BSC, Dr. Joseph
Huber has dedicated his time and energy to
'C~ numerous community projects and clinics.
..s This year, the Disability International Foundation has
Q:; awarded Dr. Huber its Community Service Award.8 The award honors people who dedicate their time and
effort to better the lives of individuals with disabilities.~ Dr. Huber's community service includes consulting,
advocacy activities and memberships on numerous
boards of service groups, volunteer agencies, clinics
and hospitals throughout New England. Dr. Huber is
currently the assistant editor of "Palestria: The Forum





Bridgewater State College's School of Managementand Aviation Science will be offering a newmaster's degree program beginning this fall.
The Master of Science in Management draws upon
the college's extensive technological resources and
offers five concentrations: accounting, global electronic
commerce, technology management, marketing and
organizational development.
"This particular program evolved after lengthy
discussions with the college's business advisory council,
members of the faculty and community business repre-
sentatives," said Dr. Larry Richards, acting vice president
for academic affairs and dean of the School of Manage-
ment and Aviation Science. "It became clear that given
the college's strengths and resources and the need for
this particular type of program that this was the direction
to take."
The unique component to this program is the five-
year B.S./M.s.M. offering. Undergraduates who have
completed at least 30 credit hours of coursework at BSC
and can complete all requirements for their bachelor's
degree in 30 additional credits may apply for the five-
year program. Those admitted will take a mix of under-
graduate and graduate courses during their fourth
and fifth year. This will enable them to graduate with
both degrees.
"The idea of five-year bachelor's/master's degree is
not new. It exists at other institutions and is growing in
popularity," said Dr. Richards. "It is the first time it will
be tried here at BSC."
The 30-credit evening program is also designed to
accommodate the schedules of working professionals
and includes a core of six courses and a concentration
area of four courses. Prerequisite courses include one
undergraduate course each in accounting, finance,
marketing, law and statistics. A three-course graduate
sequence also satisfies the prerequisite requirements, •
Message from Robert Carter, '51,
Alumni Association President
An alumnus whose parents were of modest meanssaid he was grateful to our college. Bridgewaterprovided him with a fine education at a low cost
that qualified him for an occupation where a college
degree was required. As a result, he and his family enjoy
a comfortable lifestyle. "How can 1help?" he asked out
of gratitude.
At 32,000 thousand strong, our Alumni Association
is both the college's largest constituency and its largest
untapped potential. This year, your Alumni Board hopes
to generate support from alums that recognize, as does
the alum above, that it would be redeeming if we can
make the college better for current and future students.
A step in that direction will be the establishment of
Bridgewater Alumni Clubs, not only in Massachusetts,
but also in various cities nationwide. This effort was
"market tested" last year when gatherings were held in
Boston, San Diego, Portsmouth (NH), Providence (RI),
and two in Florida. All were well attended, generated
enthusiasm and indicated organization of clubs would
be successful. At each location, volunteers offered to
lead. 1t appears the untapped Bridgewater potential just
needs to be tapped. Please help!
A college segment that is very successful at rallying
alums back to the college is the Athletic Department.
Their annual events such as the Football Alumni
Golf Day and Dinner, the Hockey Alums Club Game,
the Athletic Hall of Fame Dinner and others are all popu-
lar. Without interfering, we would like to "piggy back"
on to this momentum by having an event on Alumni
Weekend that would appeal to our former athletes.
Additionally, we are attempting to design a program
where interested alum athletes and non-athletes could
function as scouts to uncover talent for our coaches.
Their efforts would be rewarded, not only by personal
satisfaction, but also by sitting on the bench during a
game or meet as a "Guest Coach." Please help!
We are eager to provide opportunities for other inter-
est groups as well - former SGA members, or history
majors or Comment staffers. How can we help you get
connected back to Bridgewater?
Your Alumni Board of Directors recognizes the need
for growth and increased participation as well. 1n an
effort to expand on our experience, we will invite other
Alumni Association Boards from the other eight state
colleges to Bridgewater for a forum discussing how we
can all do it better.
Additionally, we have
committed to increased
participation in such signif-
icant college events:





Dinner Dance and more.
These are stimulating hap-
penings. Please join us.
The trustees and admin-
istration have done and Robert Carter,
continue to do a marvelous BM president
job in growing all areas of
your college. Bridgewater is now the largest of the state
colleges with over 9,000 students, including 5,500 full-
time students.
Physical plant expansion plans are dynamic. With the
funding in place, the college will build a field house, a
new residence hall to house 300 students, plus a new
dining hall seating 750. When this construction is com-
pleted, Bridgewater's total square footage under roof will
be second only to the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst among the state colleges and universities. Our
momentum is terrific. Please help!
The leadership of the trustees and members of the
Foundation is exciting, too. Their original goal was to
create an endowment of $5 million by 2002. With your
generosity, they exceeded that over a year ago and now
have a concentrated drive to reach $10 million by 2002.
An endowment of this size will generate $500,000 to
address the greatest needs of the college over and above
state support every year. With your annually increasing
support, we will do it. We are on target. Please help!
You should be aware that dollars contributed to the
Annual Fund are not used to support Alumni Association
programs. We are funded through the college.
Your alumni Board of Directors will work diligently to
help you make your Alumni Association outstanding. We
now have the most capable professional staff ever work-
ing in the Davis Alumni Center. Everything is conducive
to our productively elevating the current surge of
momentum. Please help!
Dr. Isabelle Bragg King, '51; Dr. Adrian Tinsley; Rosemary
Doherty, '58; Eleanor MacCurdy; and louis Ricciardi, '81
Dr. V. James DiNardo, '39 and
Avis Thomas, '39
SSC Hosts Sail Boston
Celebration
More than 100 Bridgewater alumni, board mem-bers and guests attended the Sail Bostoncelebtation on July 15. A special BSC tent was
set up at Black Falcon Pier adjacent to the tall ships to
welcome the group when they arrived. Guests roamed
the docks vieltJng the ships and enjoyed the catered
reception.~ Rhodes, organizer of the Sail Boston
event, attendl!d a Bridgewater State College sponsored
Pawtucket Red Sox game last summer and enjoyed
herself so much that she invited the college to have
this special reserved spot on the pier for their reception.
After admiring the ships the BSC group proceeded
over to the F1eetBoston Pavilion where the Boston
Pops Esplanade Orchestra featuring Irish tenor John
McDermqtt entertained them. A fireworks extravaganza
put on two competing fireworks companies over





Communication - with laughter, with tears, withpride and with joy - was on stage at the seventhannual Chairmen's Dinner, Bridgewater State
College's single largest evening of fund-raising staged
during the academic year.
WBZ-lV 4 reporter David Robichaud, who earned
a degree in communications at BSC in 1983, was the
featured speaker as the program highlighted the college's
Department of Communication Studies. The event was
held in Flynn Dining Commons on May 19, the evening
before commencement.
Ice sculpture of The Campaign for Bridgewater logo was
on display.
Alan Comedy, assistant to the president for affirmative action
and minority affairs, speaks with WBZ-TV 4 reporter David
Robichaud and Eileen Robichaud.
Mr. Robichaud brought along actual report cards
stashed away by his mother and mounted clips of his
work on The Comment as he recounted his days at BSC
with humor, pride and joy. He said he always wears his
BSC class ring on his right hand so the television camera
can photograph the ring when he is on the air.
Approximately 225 individuals attended the event,
which saw a record number of corporate and individual
table sponsors. Cohosts Frederick Clark, '83, chairman of
the Board of Trustees, and Louis Ricciardi, '81, chairman
of the Foundation, welcomed the gathering.
In her greetings, President Adrian Tinsley reviewed
many of the changes planned for the campus in the
upcoming years, such as the new field house, residence
hall and dining facility on the East Side of campus.
She also pointed to the need for the college to con-
tinue to grow its endowment, which has surpassed the
$6.5 million mark, to enable the college to maintain lev-
els of excellence well into the future. The college, at an
early-March event, announced its $10 million endow-
ment campaign - "The Campaign for Bridgewater" -
with a goal date of June 30, 2002.•
Arthur Cox, '98 and Dan Darcy, '88, G '90
enjoy conversation.
• Riding on busses and standing





• Designing the research and
collecting data and pricing
points for the Massachusetts
license plate that com-
memorates the logo "Preserve
the Trust"
• Projects have been so success-
ful that she now is able to
provide alumni with projects
for their companies.
Dr. Robert Fitzgibbons and Margaret
Joyce, '56 G'64




Dr. Fitzgibbons began his career
at Bridgewater State College in
1968 as a part-time instructor in
philosophy. He earned an A.B. in
German from Tufts University in
1963, and a Ph.D. in philosophy
from Boston University in 1972.
During the past 32 years, Dr.
Fitzgibbons has been a productive
scholar, and an enthusiastic, influ-
ential teacher. ln the course of a
32-year career that has put literally
thousands of students under his
guidance, Dr. Fitzgibbons has made
contributions to their intellectual,
emotional and moral development.
He represents to his students not
only a model of academic discipline
and learning but also someone who
is thoroughly immersed in the tradi-
tions and problems of philosophy.
Dr. George Weygand, '53, and Professor
Sylvia Keyes
Keyes accompanied 14 students on
a one-day trip to present a proposal
to executives of Time Magazine.
Some other initiatives that devel-
oped into activities are:
• Investigating tourists prefer-
ences in and around Plymouth






Professor Sylvia Keyes has spent the
last 18 years at Bridgewater State
College working with students on
hundreds of projects, for a large
number of private and public orga-
nizations, in varied locations.
As founder and adviser to the
BSC Chapter of the American
Marketing Association, Professor
Keyes has won the student-nomi-
nated Hugh G. Wales Faculty
Advisor of the Year Award in both
1995 and 1997. She is currently one
of the eight-member AMA colle-
giate chapters council that oversees
more than 400 collegiate chapters
of the AMA in North America.
In the fall of 1999, Professor
Bridgewater Alumni
Association Presents Awards
On May 6, 2000 alumni and friends gathered on campus
to honor four alumni and two faculty members for their
outstanding service and dedication to Bridgewater State
College. Excerpts from the presentations appear here. To
make nominations for the 2001 awards, please see the card
in the front of the magazine.
Nancy Seablom Sarno, '64, and
Associate Dean Martha Jones, '64
Outstanding Service to
the Alumni Association
Nancy 1. Seablom Sarno, '64
Nancy Seablom Sarno graduated
from Bridgewater State College
in 1964 and has been teaching
physical education at the Cardinal
Spellman High School in Brockton
for the past two years.
Ms. Sarno has been an active
member of the Bridgewater State
College Alumni Association for a
number of years. She has served as
an alumni board member and as
chairperson of the BAA Awards,
Scholarship and Recognition
Committee, for many years. She
was actively involved in establishing
the Shea Scholar Program, the
Dr. V. James DiNardo Award for
Excellence in Teaching, the Dr.
Adrian Rondileau Award for
Professional Achievement and
Community Services and the
BAA Sesquicentennial Scholarship
Award. She currently serves as sec-
retary to the Hyannis-Bridgewater
Physical Education Alumni
Association Board.
Ms. Sarno, and her husband
Tony, who was the president
of the class of 1964, reside in
Bridgewater and are the parents
of Lauren and Jon.
Dr. Catherine E. Comeau
Award for Professional
Achievement in the
Field of Movement Arts,
Health Promotion and
Leisure Studies
Diana L. Demetrius, '82
Ms. Demetrius received her Bachelor
of Science degree in Physical Edu-
cation from Bridgewater State
College in 1982. She went on
to earn an M.Ed in Curriculum
Development and Computers in
Education from Lesley College in
1990. She is currently a physical
education and health teacher
for grades K-5 at the Mapleshade
Elementary School in East
Longmeadow. Ms. Demetrius is also
a cooperating teacher for Westfield
State College, Springfield College
and the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst.
She is actively involved in the
Massachusetts Association for
Health, Physical Education, Recrea-
tion and Dance (MAHPERD) and
the American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance (MHPERD). She has received
numerous awards and honors from
both organizations. ln 1996, she
received the Massachusetts Ele-
mentary Physical Education Teacher
of the Year Award from MAHPERD,
and in 1999, she received the MH-
PERD Outstanding Service Award.














Daniel Couet received a Master
of Education in Counseling from
Bridewater State College in 1982.
Mr. Couet is currently vice president
of programs at the Kennedy
Donovan Center located in Foxboro.
He has dedicated himself to
improve the lives of those who face
a variety of challenges. His invest-
ment in time and dedication has
been returned to him with laughter,
broad smiles ofjoy, first steps of a
child whose parent was told she
would never walk and words from
a deaf child whose hearing was
corrected by a cochlear implant.
Mr. Couet's professional affilia-
tions include Massachusetts Early
lntervention Consortium, Greater
New Bedford Health and Human
Services Coalition, Greater New
Bedford Community Health Net-
work Area and many more. He is
also active in the Diocese of Fall
River and the Freetown Youth
Athletics Association. He and
his family live in Freetown. His




in the Field ofEducation
Dr. Paul R. Dauphinais, 77
Dr. Dauphinais received a Bachelor
of Arts degree in English in 1977.
After teaching in New Hampshire
and Massachusetts, Dr. Dauphinais
joined the u.s. Navy. His association
with the Navy spanned 21 years
as both an active duty and a
reserve officer.
When Dr. Dauphinais left active
duty, he enrolled at the University
of Maine at Orono as a doctoral
student in Canadian history. He
was recently appointed president
at York County Technical College
in Wells, Maine.
Dr. Paul Dauphinais, '77, and Professor
Joseph Yeskewicz
Prior to his appointment at York
County Technical College, he served
in a variety of positions in student
and academic affairs. He developed
expertise in enrollment manage-
ment, new program development
and institutional research. Each of
his previous institutions has experi-
enced enrollment growth during
his tenures.
His desire to lead a growing
progressive institution of technol-
ogy led him to become president
of York County Technical College.
His accomplishments exemplify
high achievement in the field
of education.•
The basketball team made up of the Afro-Am Alumni Council and BSC
students pose with spectators.
Afro-Am Alumni Council
Seeks to Improve Retention
Gloria Stanton speaks at the
Annual Kente Cloth presentation
in May.
students of color at Bridgewater
State College to succeed and thrive.
One program that we believe would
be beneficial would be an Afro-Am
Alumni Council mentor program.
We are asking alumni to serve as
mentors to these students. As a
mentor, you could be a supporter, a
friend in time of need, a voice of
reasoning when things get difficult
and a motivator to push for success.
If any of you are interested in men-
toring a student of color at
Bridgewater State College, please
call or give us your e-mail address.
On September 9, Gloria Stanton
hosted a brunch for incoming stu-
dents at her home in Bridgewater.
Gloria and her family were wonder-
ful hosts and we appreciate her
efforts to make Bridgewater State
College more open and pleasant to
students of color.
The council is planning a gospel
extravaganza in April 2000. If you
know of any interested groups,
please contact us.
The Afro-Am Alumni Council
would like to thank Ms. Candace
Maguire, director of alumni
relations, and Dr. Alan V. Comedy,
assistant to the president for
affirmative action and minority
affairs, for allotting so much
time and energy to the Afro-Am
Alumni Council.
As you can see, Afro-Am Alumni
Council is growing. More people are
attending the monthly meetings
and attending our events. I would
encourage each of you to playa
role in the development of this
up-and-coming organization.•
Approximately 35 students and
alumni attended the game. The
students won the game. It was
a fun and memorable day.
On July 22, the Afro-Am Alumni
Council held its 2nd annual cook-
out at John 'Lenny' McLean's
house. Approximately 40 students
and alumni attended. The purpose
of this event was to congratulate
the graduating seniors and to enjoy
a day of fun, good food and good
conversation. It was also Afro-Am
Alumni Council's way of welcoming
the new graduating class.
Afro-Am Alumni Council leader-
ship - John 'Lenny' McLean,
president; Michael P. Henry, vice
president; Jackie Ware-Tucker,
secretary; Ann Ulett, co-treasurer;
Darryl MacArthur, co-treasurer;
Arthur Cox, '98, council liaison to
students - are gearing up for the
coming year. Aenis Harris, '94, is
the new member of the Bridgewater
Alumni Association Board ofDirec-
tors and serves as a member at
large. On Sunday, September
3rd, the leadership talked with
incoming freshman about adjusting
and adapting to the rigors of
college life. The theme this year
was "retention:'
All of our programs have been
developed to improve the retention
and graduation rates of students of
color. You are welcome to partici-
pate. We are discussing ways to
create a positive environment for
The Afro-Am Alumni Councilhas been extremely activeduring this past year offering
programs and excellent opportuni-
ties to assist and meet students. The
council is always looking for willing
alumni to participate in its pro-
grams and support the aims and
mission of the council, assisting
and helping students of color be
successful at Bridgewater State
College. Its theme for this academic
year is retention, and all of its pro-
grams are focused on that theme.
To access its web page and review
our calendar of events, please go to
www.bridgew.edu.AfroAmAlum.
On May 13th the Afro-Am
Alumni, with the Office of Multi-
cultural Affairs, held its annual
Kente Cloth presentation and
breakfast in the Campus Center.
More than 35 students and alumni
attended this event to recognize the
graduating students of color. Ms.
Karen Lea Johnson, director of the
Office of Multicultural Affairs, and
Mr. John 'Lenny' McLean, president
of the Afro-Am Alumni Council,
gave brief remarks congratulating
the students and encouraging them
to continue their success, as well as
their education.
At the conclusion of the Kente
Cloth presentation, the Afro-Am
Alumni Council and the students
went to Bridgewater Elementary
School Complex and played
a spirited game of basketball.
Alumni Weekend 2000Alumni Area
Meeting Held
in San Diego
Ron Piscatelli, '76, contactedthe alumni office last springand inquired about getting
together with Bridgewater State
College alumni who live in the San
Diego area. Ron and his wife, Ellen,
'76, were very interested in develop-
ing a San Diego alumni club.
Candace Maguire, director of
alumni relations, was already travel-
ing to San Diego, so she contacted
Ron and they put together a small
gathering on July 19th at the
Symphony Towers in downtown
San Diego. Those in attendance
were: Ron Piscatelli, '76; Ellen
Piscatelli, '76; Jason DeMendonca,
'93; Debbie Difruscio, '94; Zachary
Pelchat, '94; Michael Healey, '77;
and Sharon Healey.
Everyone had a great time meet-
ing one another and they are all
excited about getting a local alumni
group together. If you would like
more information about how to
become involved with this group,
please contact the Office of Alumni
Relations at 888-BSC-9555 or
e-mail cmaguire@bridgew.edu.•
Marie Donovan, '25, celebrates
her 75th reunion.
Class of 1950
Alumni Weekend 2000 washeld on June 2-4 with 275people returning to campus
to reunite with old friends. Classes
from all decades were represented.
The class of 1950 had the largest
number of class members returning,
but alumni from other decades,
including the 80s and 90s were also
represented this year.
The weekend began on friday
evening with a cocktail reception
at President Tinsley's home for the
50th reunion class followed by a
reunion dinner in the small ball-
room of the campus center.
A chicken barbecue was also
held on friday evening for all other
classes. following the barbecue, a
live band played music in the
Rathskeller. Alumni who returned
for this event enjoyed reliving their
college days of listening to music
and gathering at the Rat to relax
and have a good time.
On Saturday, several events took
place at the same time. There were
bus tours, a luncheon, a softball
game at Alumni Park, music under
the alumni tent on the quad, com-
plimentary caricature drawings of
alumni and a sushi demonstration.
The day ended with an elegant
cocktail reception and dinner at
the Stoneforge Tavern in Raynham.
More than 165 people attended
the dinner.
The major highlight of the week-
end was the presentation of the
class of 1950 gift at the Annual
Meeting held on Saturday morning.
They presented President Tinsley
with an endowed gift of $1 50,000
that will be used as a faculty
research award. This gift represents
the largest class gift ever presented
to Bridgewater State College.
As alumni were leaving on
Sunday morning, they commented
it was the best alumni weekend
that they had ever attended, and
some were already talking about
plans for returning for Alumni
Weekend 2001.
If you are interested in putting
together a reunion for June 2001,
please contact Candace Maguire,
director of alumni relations, at
888-BSC-9555 or bye-mail at
cmaguire@bridgew.edu. •
1950 Class President Paul Sally pre-
sents President Tinsley and Foundation
Chairman Louis Ricciardi, 'Sl, with
class gift of $150,000.
Attention 1995 Graduates: Credential File Reminder
Students gather information at
"Gearing Up for the Job Market" event.
Gearing Up for
the Job Market
On Thursday, March 23rd, theOffice of Career Servicessponsored its Second Annual
Gearing Up for the Job Market
event at Oliver Ames High School
in North Easton. This event, geared
toward senior education majors,
provided a unique opportunity for
students from Bridgewater State
College, Stonehill College, Clark
University, Lesley College, Boston
College, Brown University,
Springfield College, Cuny College,
Credential files are kept for afive-year period and thendestroyed. lfyou began your
file in the 1995 academic year, your
file will soon be destroyed. lfyou
would like to keep your file, we
the College of Holy Cross,
Kalamazoo College, Eastern
Nazarene College, Lyndon State
College, Simmons College, Tufts
University, UNH, Salem State
College and U-Mass-Dartmouth to
meet, obtain advice and network
with 47 superintendents and hiring
personnel from the Southeastern
Massachusetts area. More than 270
students participated in this event
this year.
The afternoon event included a
panel discussion on such topics as:
typical i)1terview questions, tips for
effective resumes and cover letters,
technological skills sought in
teacher candidates, expectations
ofregular classroom teachers with
special needs students in inclusion
classrooms and advice for education
majors entering the job market
in 2000. The panel featured two
Bridgewater State College alumni
and was moderated by Mary
Ann McKinnon of the School
of Education and Allied Studies.
Panel participants were Dr. Judith
Riordan, superintendent of schools
in East Bridgewater; Dr. Robert
West, superintendent of schools in
Weymouth; and Dr. Martin Hanley,
superintendent of schools in Carver.
would be happy to send you any
non-confidential material. Please
put your request in writing with
your name, date of graduation
and a check for $3.00 (postage/
handling). Your check should be
Following the panel discussion,
a hiring personnel information
fair was held. The fair was an
opportunity for hiring personnel
to meet the best teacher education
candidates in the Southeastern
Massachusetts area and for senior
education majors to network
informally with hiring personnel
from this region and make valuable





Duxbury, East Bridgewater, Easton,
Franklin, Harwich, King Philip
Regional, Lexington, Middleboro,
Nauset, North Attleboro, Plymouth,
Randolph, Rockland, Stoughton,
Walpole, Weymouth and Whitman-
Hanson.
The Office of Career Services
would like to publicly thank both
teacher candidates and hiring
personnel participants for their
participation in this event. lfyou
would like to participate in next
year's event or to obtain more
information about this program
please contact Shannon Finning
at (508) 531-1328.•
made payable to BSC/Career
Services. Mail requests to Career
Services, Attn: Credential Return,
Bridgewater State College,
Bridgewater, MA 02325 •
Astudent meets with an employer at the annual
Job Fair.
Banks, Massachusetts State Police, Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children,
MassMutual, May 1nstitute, Meditech, Midwest Express
Airlines, Mutual of Omaha, Old Colony YMCA, One
Stop Business Centers 1nc., Putnam 1nvestments, Reloca-
tion Resources, South Shore Mental Health, Staples,
State Street Corporation, SunLife of Canada, The
New England Center for Children and Young World
Physical Education.
The Office of Career Services would like to publicly
thank both candidates and hiring personnel participants
for their participation in this event. 1fyou would like
to participate in next year's event or to obtain more
information about this program, please contact Shannon
Finning at (508) 531-1328.•
Class of 1999 Career
Survey Results Posted
Each year the Career Services Office surveys thegraduating class who are out six months to a year.What we know is that alumni are employed (91%)
and live and work in Massachusetts (920f0) and are gener-
ally pleased with their academic major and preparation.
1n addition, salaries are up in across most fields as one
might expect in the current job market of the past few
years. 1fyou would like to see the class of 1999 career
report, go to the Career Services web site at
www.bridgew.edu/depts/carplan
40 Organizations Join
Sixth Annual Job Fair
The Office of Career Services sponsored its SixthAnnual Job Fair last spring. This event gavestudents an excellent opportunity to meet with
employers from more than 40 organizations, to "get their
careers on track." The event was open to all Bridgewater
State College students, faculty, alumni and members of
the surrounding community. The employers present
represented a broad spectrum of career fields including
government, human services, communications, sales,
operations management, marketing, education, banking,
finance, retail, aviation, management and science.
The Job Fairwas an opportunity for hiring personnel
to meet the best candidates in the Southeastern Massa-
chusetts area and for students to network informally
with hiring personnel from this region and make valuable
connections for their upcoming job searches. Students
were encouraged to dress professionally and to bring
plenty of resumes to the Job Fair to distribute to the
various employers.
Participating organizations included: A1T Worldwide
Logistics, American Airlines, American Express Financial
Advisors, Amica 1nsurance, Alternatives Unlimited,
BankBoston, Boston Higashi School, Cape Air, Cellular
One, Chadwick's of Boston, Community Care Services,
Department of Social Services, Federal Bureau of
1nvestigation, Federated Services Company, Fitcorp,
Foxboro Company, General Dynamics, Growthways 1nc.,
HEALTHSOUTH Braintree Rehabilitation Hospital, Hertz
Corporation, 1nvestors Bank & Trust, J.Baker 1nc., John
Hancock Financial Services, Judge.com, Key Program,
Lab Support, Lifeworks 1nc., Massachusetts Division of
The class notes printed in
this issue were received by
August 15, 2000. Information
received after this date will be
















With so much unhappy news to
report - our recent loss of Carol
(Griffiths) Ogilvie, Frances Guerin
and John Barrows - it is good to
have a cheery note from one of our
'survivors: Marguerite (Mahady)
Boyle says that one of the most
pleasant aspects of life at this age is
being able to enjoy the maturing of
her grandchildren. Of the six she is
watching, the latest graduated cum
laude from the College of the Holy
Cross in May. She left in July for a
two-year volunteer mission on the
island of Chuuk in the Micronesia
group where she will teach math at
the Jesuit high school. Remember
when we thought 65 was over the
hill? Well, we are quickly approach-
ing our 65th anniversary year from
Bridgewater. If you can possibly
attend the ceremonies next June,
please do. You'll hear more about








West Hartford, CT 06107
Our 60th reunion was blessed with a
perfectly beautiful day and many of
us returned to enjoy the festivities
on Alumni Weekend. There were
enough of us to fill more than two
tables at the beautiful buffet lunch
in Tillinghast Hall. Most of us were
from nearby, but Martin Killory
and his wife, Helen, made the trek
from Syracuse, New York, and
Barbara Prince Meade came from
California (she then continued her
travels via a Scandinavian cruise).
Pat Breen Dowd visited Fort Collins
in Colorado for her granddaughter's
graduation from the university. She
also enjoyed a personal reunion
with Nan Partell Rubin who lives in
Fort Collins. She reports that Nan
looks wonderful! Ida George
Meikle sent a newsletter and
photos which we all enjoyed.
Ida and her husband, Dave, are hos-
pital volunteers (Ida for 25 years!)
in Walnut Creek, California. They





South Yarmouth, MA 02664
1946
Phyllis Clayman Friedman




34-10 94th Street, Apt. lC
Jackson Heights
Long Island, NY 11372
Natalie Weinstein Oxman writes
from Natick that her grandson,
Jonathan R. La Bassiere, will be a
graduate of Bridgewater State
College in 2004. Natalie has three
children and eight grandchildren.






The class of 1950 had a great 50th
class reunion during the weekend
of June 2-4. There were 60 class-
mates from the class of 1950
in attendance! Each classmate
received a copy of our 50th yearbook
that gave a summary of each class-
mate's experiences since graduating
from Bridgewater State Teachers
College. Our $150,000 class gift
was presented to the college to
establish a distinguished faculty
research award that will provide a
cash award from $5,000 to $7,500
to a faculty member who has com-
pleted an outstanding research pro-
ject. Your 50th Reunion Committee
has started to plan for our 55th class
reunion in 2005. If you have any
ideas that you would like to be
considered, contact anyone on the
1950 Class Reunion Committee.
Their names are listed on the




91 Riverboat Village Road




East Falmouth, MA 02536
Helen (O'Connor) Keegan and
her husband, Harold, of Falmouth,
celebrated their 40th wedding
anniversary on the Zenith, a
Celebrity cruise ship to Bermuda.
Their four children and their
spouses and their six grandchildren
accompanied them for the dream
trip of a lifetime, which was orga-
nized by their children. "Just get-
ting everyone together for a week's
trip was a wonderful gift in itself,"
said Harold and Helen.
1953
Ralph J. Fletcher
91 Riverboat Village Road




North Easton, MA 02356
You will be receiving soon a letter
from Chairman Joseph Pauley
about our 50'h reunion in June
2004. Please plan to return to
Bridgewater for an exciting week-
end of renewed friendships and
enjoyable festivities...Robert
Barrows has written a fascinating
history about growing up in the
1930s and 1940s. As you read "The
Way It Was," you will probably
recall many memorable moments
that may have been forgotten. One
of the two people it is dedicated to
is Myra Powers Lopes. In order to
obtain a copy, send $13.15, which
includes postage, to Bob at 135
West 600 North, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84103. It is a wonderful book
that reflects youth, education and
traditions of the times...Hazel Luke
Varella was one of the honorary
marshals in the parade that honored
the 275'h celebration of the corpo-










35 Tam O'Shanter Way
South Yarmouth, MA 02664
Eugene A. Kennedy





Peter Lane was named Senior of
the Year this past May in Natick for
the many contributions that he has
made to the community. His work
includes teaching at the Wilson
School and former Center School,
spending many years volunteering
for the town's food pantry, service
council and Visiting Nurse Associ-
ation, a local branch of Habitat for
Humanities and accompanying
teens from the First Congregational
Church of Natick to West Virginia
to complete home repairs for finan-
cially strapped residents...Once
again about 40 of our class mem-
bers enjoyed a great mini-reunion
luncheon in June at Isaac's of
Plymouth. It was great to see so
many friendly faces and a few were
folks we hadn't seen in many years.
Most of those present reported
interesting trips to exotic and famil-
iar places. John Shields, '57, will
soon be off on an Atlantic crossing
on the QEII. Laura (Batista) Crocco
has plans for visiting Spain and
Portugal this fall. Carlene (Dodd)
Brown and Janet (Lee) Green, our
travel professionals, have both been
to many places far and near in the
past year. Janet will be in Hawaii
as a cruise ship guide this October
and November. Perhaps our most
adventurous traveler is Mary Walsh
who serves as a volunteer crew-
member on the tall ship Ernestina.
Yes, she has been up in the crow's
nest! We do have two hangers-on
in the working world. Rowena
Morey Mukhar is still working in
California and Anne Duarte Joerres
predicts that the coming year will
be her grand nnale as administrator
for a private school in Fall River.
Alice Murphy O'Neill has just nn-
ished her nrst year of retirement and
reports that she is getting the hang
of it. It's a fine concept; staying at
home - they send money! New
grandparents are Gail (Hutchinson)
Jamison and her husband, Clark.
They have a little redheaded grand-
son named Benjamin. Ellie Lydon
Olson's seventh grandchild, Emma,
arrived in August. Her mom and
dad are both Bridgewater State
College graduates. Annie (Robbins)
Talbot's husband, Dick, is recover-
ing from a recent heart attack. We
wish him well. Again, we would love








East Weymouth, MA 02189
Harriet Cannon Donahue has
retired from the Wareham Public




Marco Island, FL 33937
Dr. Darrell Lund was honored this
past April at the Darien Library for
his work as a school administrator,
his education and love for art as
well as his own personal artwork.
1962
Katherine (Barrett) Becker has
retired after 32 years from the
position of guidance counselor at
Scituate High School. She will be
joining her husband who has been
retired for the past four years.
Katherine is planning on playing
a little golf and spending lots of






Paul Doherty retired after 27 years
as the principal of the Rogers
School in Fairhaven. During his
retirement, he will be doing a lot






The superintendent of Somerset
Schools, Dr. Daniel Cabral, was
named by the Fall River Chapter
of the Prince Henry Society as the
2000 recipient of its annual 'Man
of the Year' award in March...
Susan Libby Thevenin retired this
year after 36 years of teaching -
11 years in first grade and 25 years
in kindergarten. Her colleagues
gave her a tribute at the Marshfield
Country Club and a great time was
had by all. Nancy and Tony Sarno
were there and had many laughs
at Sue's expense. Susan's plans
are to stay healthy and enjoy her
husband in golf, boating, traveling,
home maintenance and spending






Giles Parker, teacher at Norwood
High School since 1967, was
honored as Norwood High School's
Outstanding Teacher for 1999-
2000 at a ceremony held for him by






Mary Lou Thimas is the associate
director of athletics at the
University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth ...Walter Tompkins is
retiring from his position as a
science teacher after 33 years at
the Hamilton-Wenham Regional
High School. He has taught just
about every science class that the
school has to offer with the excep-
tion of biology. He will enjoy such
activities as skiing, tennis, traveling
and woodworking while in retire-
ment...Christine Roberts Hardman
is the principal of the Leroy L.
Wood School in Fairhaven...Nancy
Solomon is working at Jack
Conway and Company's Norton












New Bedford, MA 02745
Gerald J. Swift
3 Great Hills Drive
East Sandwich, MA 02537
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William Walker is the director of
athletics at Bridgewater-Raynham
Regional High School...Mary
(Arruda) Bernard, the tax manager
for Kahn, litwin, Renza & Co. since
1994, was elected to the board
of directors for the Rhode Island
Society of Certified Public Account-
ants. She also serves on several
committees within the society of
CPAs...Margaret (Hanna) Strojny,
former principal of Pembroke's
Hobomock Elementary School, is
the assistant superintendent for




2308 West Cullivan Street
Inglewood, CA 90303
Dr. Stephen J. Furtado was
selected to be the co-president of
Phi Delta Kappa at Bridgewater
State College. Dr. Furtado is the
director of institutional services
. for the Freetown-Lakeville School
District. He and his wife, Sally
(Borecki), '76, live in Fairhaven
and have three children.. .Jerome
F. Burke is the director of South-
eastern Regional Vocational
Technical High School...Raymond
McNulty was named Vermont
Superintendent of the Year for
2000 by his colleagues. He has been
the superintendent of the Windham
Southeast Supervisory Union of
Vermont for the past 10 years...
Donald P. Uvanitte, a vice
president in the Quincy office of
Allied American Insurance Agency,






Paula Lenzi received recognition
of honor for being a cofounder of
the South Shore Women's Center at
their 20th anniversary on March 9.
The Women's Center is based in
Plymouth. The program was created
to help victims of domestic vio-
lence. Paula had served as a staff
trainer and as the treasurer for the
board of directors in the program's
early years. Paula has been
employed as a supervisor for the
Department of Social Services for
the past 12 years.
Class of 1976 Girls' Weekend: From left to right: Missy O'Connor, Marie Thibault
Jerome, Donna Mansolilli Bates, Mary Campbell Tegan, Nancy Kip Florence, Beverly
Dau Harris, Patti O'Brien, Patti Koscuiszek, Jeanne Carroll. Missing from the photo:
Carol Sheehan Whyte, Paula Holden Bonner, Kathy Bohner Regan, Barbara Winters
O'Brien, Diane Coyler Turco and Joanne McClellan Coyle who is still driving around
Scituate looking for us!
1975
Dr. Ronald F. Souza is serving as
the acting assistant superintendent




Swans Island, ME 04685
John McEwan is the headmaster at
Dover-Sherborn Regional High
Schoo1...The girls of '76 held their
annual reunion this year at the
summer home of Mary Campbell in
Scituate. Lovely weather and a good
attendance made for a most enjoy-
able weekend for all. Most note-
worthy this year was the appearance
of tall Paula Holden, who now
resides and teaches in Concord. She
was proud to announce that her
oldest son just completed his fresh-
man year at the University of
Florida where he is on full scholar-
ship for basketball. He played in the
Final Four game this past season.
Her daughter is headed for Stanford
University this fall, also on full
scholarship for basketball. I guess
all those years of being tall finally




2425 SE 5th Street
Lees Summit, MO 64063
Robert N. Gaumont is the manag-





Dr. Patricia Ansay is the ~uperin­
tendent for the Fairhaven school
system...Susan (Hoyle) Bailey
released her first CD entitled Teach
Me to Love. The album contains 12
original songs of hope and inspira-
tion, ranging from upbeat commer-
cial pop to soothing acoustic folk.
She can be contacted at
milonoah@aol.com...Ed Leary was
chosen as the teacher of the month
in June at the Community College
ofYermont in Montpelier. He has
taught science at the college since
1986. Subjects include the natural
history ofYermont, geology, forest
ecology and environmental sci-
ence...Kevin A. Soraghan is the
associate principal of Haverhill High
School.
Class of 1980 and 1981: Michele
Giroux Higgs, '81 (left), Joanne Sarno,
'81 (center) and Nora Kenney Glynn,
'80 (right), former BSC roomies, spent a
fun filled week in Aspen, Colorado in
July. Nora and Joanne flew in to visit
Michele who has Jived in the Aspen
area for the past 12 years. The three
alums had much to catch up on! Next
summer Michele and her husband plan
on visiting the girls and their families
on Cape Cod where they once shared a








Kevin P. Wells is the principal of
the David Prouty High School in
Spencer...Patricia (Dansereau)
Kelleher is teaching Spanish (K-6)
at Holy Family School in Syracuse,
New York. She has developed a
Spanish curriculum for grades K-8
and just received her copyright cer-
tificate in May. She is currently
working on a textbook series and
hopes to see it published soon. She
would like to know what Matt




Peachtree City, GA 30269
Robert Cote is providing technical
support to customers at Axent
Technologies in Waltham...Mark P.
Blanchard is the director of social
services at the Nichols House





Louise R. (Burke) Cote was sworn
in as the 2000 Chairman of the
Board of the North Attleborough/
Plainville Chamber of Commerce
at their annual meeting this past
January. Louise has served a variety
of board positions since joining the
Chamber in 1996. Her business,
Katmandu Studio, celebrated its





AI Moniz, Bob Pettengill, '81, and
GeoffWay are known around the
Cape Cod area as The Suspenders.
They have been described as being
a cross between the Three Stooges,
Bozo the Clown and Harry Houdini.
Thejuggling trio combines syn-
chronized bumbling, magic and
stunts. They are all members of the
International Jugglers Association
and are very serious about the
trade. Locally they perform at Cape
Cod schools and libraries and are
regular street performers in
Mashpee Commons and Chatham.
Their inspiration - children and
laughter...Richard Kelley is the






William Cain has launched his own
business on the World Wide Web






33 Stetson Street #2
Whitman, MA 02382
Terrance Tully is the sales and
marketing specialist for Private
Properties...Ron Hill is the area
manager for Old Colony Mortgage
Corporation. He is responsible for
the work of the Old Colony
Mortgage loan officers in the












Linda R. (Prezalar) Mello was
named teacher of the year by the
Fall River Area Chamber of
Commerce and Industry for her
work as a teacher with special needs






Jane Brett is the multi-unit group




18 Dorchester Street #3
South Boston, MA 02127
Karen Mulkern-Palko was recog-
nized by the Office of the Com-
missioner of Probation for her
exemplary work as a probation
officer at the Brookline District
Court Probation Department
during National Probation Officer
Recognition week in Massachusetts,
July 24-28...Estrellita Bradic is a
fourth grade teacher at Martin
Class of 1985: This picture of a small
class reunion was taken in March 2000
at the home ofTom Quill, '85, and
Paula Vogel Quill, '86. Pictured from
left to right: Joe Holden, '85; Larry
Dedian, '85; Michele Brigham, Bridget
Dedian, Tom Quill, '85; and Jeff
Brigham, '85.
Luther King, Jr. Elementary School
in Los Angeles. She is working
towards obtaining her teaching cre-
dentials. She would like to thank all
of her professors in the communi-
cation department for the excellent
education that she received. She
would also love to hear from some







200-F Poplar Forest Road
Farmville, VA 23909
Roger Martorana is a mortgage
banker for Andover Bank...5usan
Blauner is the production manager
for The Chronic/e...Michael Volpone
is working for Robert Half
International in Danvers. He wel-
comes a new edition to his family,
their fourth child, Meghan Claire
Volpone. Michael and his family
reside in Newbury on Plum
Island .. .James Lampasona received
his Master of Science in organiza-
tion development from Loyola
University Chicago. He is pursuing a
master's in management informa-
tion systems. He is employed at
SBC/Ameritech as an application
development team leader. James
has been living happily in Chicago
for 11 years...Maureen F. Cody is
the president of the Taunton Rotary
Club. She was inducted by her
father who has served as a past
president. Maureen has been a
Rotarian since 1995, she is a partner
in the accounting firm of Jennings,
Cody and Leahy and she is a certi-
fied public accountant.
1989
James M. Dunphy is the adminis-
trative vice president of mortgage






Paula Girouard McCann is the
principal of Hingham High School.
1991
Diane Fowler received a
Massachusetts teacher bonus for
$20,000...Rob Patraquin is working
at Abbott Labs in Arizona. He has
also accepted a position as the
Department of Corrections Account
Manager for both California and
Texas. A lot of traveling is required,
but he finds it to be very dynamic in
many areas. He also does numerous
educational sessions with the
inmates to increase their knowledge
in specific disease states.. ,jill
Blanchard is the director of infor-
mation systems at Morton Hospital
and Medical Center...Denise
Fronius is the principal of Page
Hilltop School in Ayer...Robert Bry
is the senior worldwide technology
advocate at Lotus Development




East Taunton, MA 02778
Kimberly (Edwards) Roberts has
been married for eight years and
has three children ages two, four
and seven. She was working
full-time as the supervisor for
an emergency room administrative
staff, but recently stopped working
to become a full-time mom. She
would love to hear from any class-
mates, especially Julie and Kristin.











30 Pond Street #3
Braintree, MA 02784
Gabriele lnbar-Metrokin received
the outstanding achievement in
peri-operative nursing management
award from the Congress of the
Association of Peri-operative
Registered Nurses in New Orleans...
After graduating in 1994, Zachary
Pelchat was commissioned in the
United States Army Reserve. He
attended Military Intelligence
Officers Basic Course at Fort
Huachuca in Arizona. After gradu-
ating, he started law school full-
time at the University of San Diego
School of Law. During his last year
in law school, he transferred to a
unit in San Diego. After graduating
from USD Law and passing the
California Bar Exam, he is a legisla-
tive counsel for a non-profit orga-
nization called the California
Association of Marriage and Family
Therapists. He is working on behalf
of over 24,000 licensed marriage
and family therapists. Zachary
would love to hear from some old
classmates, he can be reached at
zpe1chat@mail.com...Keith E.
Lincoln is the owner/operator of
the Monomoy Island Ferry in
Chatham. He is also a police officer
for the town ofHarwich...Tufts
University medical student, Susan
Clinton Martin has received the
prestigious Albert Schweitzer fel-
lowship, which will allow her to
design and implement a health-
related community service project
in East Boston.. ,joseph T. Lawlor,
a veteran pilot from North Easton,
has become the first non-city
resident in recent history to be
appointed to the Taunton Munici-
pal Airport Commission. He has
been closely associated with the air-
port for the past 17 years, including
13 as an aircraft owner, two years as
the airport manager and has been
the assistant manger for the last
three years...Matthew Maderos is
working for Bridgewater State
College as a pc technical specialist
installing, repairing and upgrading
computers around campus. When
he is not working, he remains active
as a boy scout leader in East
Taunton and scuba dives with fel-
low graduates Pete Bastek, '95,
Jerry Connell, '95, and Tom
Yelverton, '95...Michael Perry
received his law degree from New
England School of Law and cur-





Christine A. Murphy is an assistant
district attorney for the domestic
abuse division in the office of
Norfolk County District Attorney
William R. Keating...Ensign David
Michael Aliberti successfully com-
pleted all of the requirements for
the Air Force/Navy Joint Specialized
Undergraduate Navigator Training
program at Randolph Air Force
Base in San Antonio, Texas. Now
designated as a Naval Flight Officer,
David will report to Naval Air
Station Jacksonville, Florida, for
a three-year tour following some
additional specialized training...
Deidre A. Fountain is the human
resource manager for the Fall River
Five Cents Savings Bank.. .5ara
Mello is the band director for
New Bedford High Schoo1...Amy
Domings is a third grade teacher
in the Marlborough public school
system...Kelly A. Parkington
received her Master of Science
Photo from Kathy (McRae) Mills, '96,
and Chris Mills' wedding on
October 23, 1999.
Back Row: Becky Rogers; Lauren
Murphy, '98; Kristen Strojny, '97; Craig
McCormack; Terri (Mathews) Bryan;
Mike Morrison; Sue (Torrey) Melo, '93;
Matt Clark, '96; Shannon (Chapman)
Walsh, '00; Mike Burns; Sue Brooks;
Dave Sihnott; Steve Schuman; Laurie
(Nocher) Schuman. Front Row: Amy
Wilson; Mike Simon; Michelle Iworsky,
'98; Kathy (McRae) Mills, '96; Amy
Rosebach, '98.
degree in college student develop-
ment and counseling from North-
eastern University and she is
working at Bentley College...Tom
Yelverton is living in Marshneld
and working at Curtis Tnc.. He
was reappointed to the Marshneld
Conservation Commission for a
second third year term. Tom is pur-
suing a master's degree in biology
at Bridgewater State College...
Jerry Connell is working at Lucent
Technology. He received his mas-
ter's degree from Bridgewater State
College in computer science. Jerry
is living in Foxboro and enjoys
scuba diving and boating in his
free time...Peter Bastek is living in
Foxboro and working at Waters
Corporation as a biochemist. He is
active in scuba diving and nshing...
William Lundy works for Holly
Cross College as a community
development coordinator after get-
ting his master's from Northeastern
University...Marco Sandonato is
attending New England School of





North Dartmouth, MA 02747
Amy Kippenhan is the director of
admissions at Hancock Park Reha-
bilitation and Nursing Center where
she has been a social worker for the
past three and a halfyears.. .Jo-Ann
Senna Rodrigues was recognized
by the Bristol Community College
African-American History Month
Planning Committee and Alumni
Association for her academic
achievements and professional
accomplishments at the fourth
Annual African-American Alumni
Breakfast...Jacob M. Elder received
his master of science degree in
geology from Oklahoma State
University.. .chad Kelly is overseeing
and supervising the athletic trainers
in SpringfJeld...Catherine Ronayne
Ferro graduated from Southern
New England School of Law in
June. Chairwoman of the campus
chapter of the Legal Association
ofWomen, Catherine was chosen






Debbie Kentley joined the Peace
Corp. as a teacher of English as a
second language...laurie Ford
graduated from Boston University's
school of law in May. She is work-
ing as a clerk for the Connecticut
State Superior Court...Gary Fowles
is in operations at Aetna Financial
Services in Hartford ...lisa Ramsay
is a sales associate for Jack Conway
and Company's Bridgewater real
estate sales office...Scott J. Fulton
is a police officer for the town of
Moultonboro...WiIliam Losch
received his master's degree in busi-
ness administration in information
age marketing with distinction from
the Bentley College McCallum





Marie Neely is a conservation
enforcement agent in Kingston ...
Michelle St. George is the gymnas-
tics director for the Dedham Health
and Athletic Complex in Dedham...
Richard Pearson is the assistant
principal for Foxboro High School...
Richard Gibbons was hired to write
a history of the sheriffs department
for the Plymouth County Jail.
Information compiled and
researched by Richard includes
records of Al Capone signing into
the jail as a visitor on November 3,
, 929 and documentation of
Bartolomeo Vanzetti's execution in
1927...1ydia (Nykiel) KeTley is hap-
pily married with two beautiful
daughters, Molly and Lauren.
2000
lisa Mickis is an associate member
of the Dighton Conservation
Commission...Patricia A. Mochen
was awarded the KPMG William
Holmes Award for winning nrst
place in the Student Manuscript
Contest sponsored by the Massa-
chusetts Society of Certined
Accountants, Inc. for her manu-
script, "Getting Out of the Pool"...
Daniel J. Mclean resumed his
duties with the Marine Corp and is
stationed at Headquarters Marine
Corp in Washington, D.C. He is
putting his degree to good use as
the Marine Headquarters is moving
to the teaming concept so that they
can give their customers the best
possible support in maintenance,
supply and other logistics functions.
Mary Janice Finn Brown, '41, on May 23, 2000
James M. Lynch, '43, on April 20, 2000
Doris A. Wordell Paluba, '44, on July 9, 2000
Constance Hartwell Hibbert, '45, on March 29, 2000
Russell P. Fears, '49, on May 6,2000
Patricia Ann Marston, '54, on June 21, 2000
Annette Marie Messenger Mullis, '59, on June 9, 2000
Dorothy H. Greene Long, '61, on May 4, 2000
Margaret K. Neelans, '61, on May 16, 2000
Bessie Litland Appel, '62
Ann Marie McGuinness, '62, on March 11, 2000
Dorothy Hedner Turkington, '62, on Feb. 14, 2000
Maurice J. Donnelly, '64, on March 1, 2000
Thomas L. Burbridge, '65, on Feb. 25, 2000
Thomas Conners, '65, on May 27, 2000
Patricia K. DeCosta, '65
Charles H. "Chuck" Tobin, '65, on Feb. 19, 2000
Barbara L. Peterson Gately, '65, on March 11, 2000
Eric R. Simpson, '66, on April 5, 2000
Helene Hunter Whitten, '69, on Feb. 26, 2000
William Palladino, '70, on April 22, 2000
John O'Donnell, '71, on May 22, 2000
Howard G. Williams, '74, on May 3,2000
Doris L. Thede, '75, on Feb. 4, 2000
Theresa F. Thibeault Pickett-Noonan, '78, on
May 30,2000
Rev. David Schofield, '78, on April 13, 2000
Susan Ann Amaral, '80, on March 16, 2000
Judy M. Bruce DiCicco, '80, on June 21,2000
Rita M. Pais Maher, '90, on March 20, 2000
Dr. Donald Brown of the Psychology Department
Sandra Bicknell of the Humanities Department
Deaths
Marie H. Cote, ,18, on March 23, 2000
Mary Reece Rubin, '22, in 1999
Marion E. Campbell, '23
Elizabeth Reid, '23, on March 18, 2000
Emily F. Sylvaria Sylvia, '24
Marjorie L. West Gillette, '25, on May 20, 2000
Dorothy B. McDonald, '25, on June 25, 2000
Grace M. Connors, '26, on Feb. 28, 2000
Margaret C. Fletcher, '26, on April 27, 2000
Mary B. Halligan Muldoon, '26, on June 23, 2000
Fannie Barishefsky Rachlin, '26, on June 1, 2000
Alice Sample Lawrence, '27, on March 25, 2000
Faustina M. Cushing Barrows, '29, on May 16, 2000
Evelyn M. MacFarland Clark, '29, on Feb. 2, 2000
Margaret L. Mitchell Antoniuc, '30, on March 27, 2000
Dorothy M. King, '30, on March 11, 2000
Mildred H. Malone, '30, on March 11, 2000
Marjorie L. King Sullivan, '32, on May 22, 2000
Gunvor Nella Henriksen Armstrong, '34, on
March 4, 2000
Velma Davis Clouter, '34, on May 19, 2000
Glenda G. Galvin Haley Good, '34, on April 24, 2000
Adelaide W. Johnson Lundgren, '36, on May 24, 2000
Ruth Dixon Turner, '36, on April 30; 2000
Jennie A. Plaza Kisla, '37, on April 16, 2000
Grace E. Foley Ryan, '38, on May 19, 2000
Thomas L. Warren, '38, on June 5, 2000
Professor Emerita Mary Moore Jarvis, '39, on
May 13,2000
Ruth Lucille McGhee, '39, on April 24, 2000
Marriages
Patricia F. Webber, '82, to Andrew H.
Redgate on April 8, 2000
Stephen P. Doyon, '87, to Donna M.
LeFebvre on April 15, 2000
Thomas Ryan Keating, '88, to Ronda
Elizabeth Ravenell on Nov. 20, 1999
John Maclellan, '88, to Monique
Bogosian on Dec. 12, 2000
Robyn Baker, '90, to Gene Londergan
on May 16,1999
Edmund Francis Ward, '90, to Mary
Beth MacNeil on May 1, 2000
Paula J. Demers, '92, to Charles R.
Bailey Jr. on Oct. 10, 1999
Jonathan Dyer, '92, and Kate Waskiel,
'97, on Aug. 21,1999
Kris A. Batista, '93, to Gary E.
Monahan on June 10,2000
laurie Tomczyowski, '93, to David
Hebert on Oct. 16, 1999
Births
To Sandra J. Kostka, '83, and Bill
Mulligan, a son, William Joseph
Mulligan, Jr. on Father's Day,
June 18, 2000
To Gene and Robyn (Baker)
londergan, '90, a son, Adam Lewis,
7 pounds and 14 ounces, on
Feb. 1,2000
Sonja Turcotte, '93, to Louis
Burkhardt mon July 26, 1997
Marci L. Barron, '94, to David E.
Barnes on Oct. 10,2000
Dawn M. Berkovitz, '94, to Patrick
Zambito on April 29, 2000
Lisa J. Duling, '95, to Timothy G.
Madore on Oct. 16, 1999
Shari A. Dunlap, '95, to William E.
Bates on April 15, 2000
Stephanie Ann Godfrey, '95, to Steven
John Gomes on Oct. 23, 1999
Tyson James, '95, to Ami M. Kustwan
on May 13, 2000
Jennifer Quinn, '95, to John Marasco
in Nov. 1999
Cathleen Reiser, '95, to Richard Prewitt
on April 15, 2000
Sergio Resendes, '95, to Sharon Ann
Bento on Dec. 4, 1999
To Debra (Willis), '90, and Robert Bry,
'91, a daughter, Virginia Willis Bry,
6 pounds and two ounces, 19 inches
long, on Sept. 7, 1999
To Vincent and Maribeth (Koczela)
Sciplini, '92, a son, Justin Rocco
Sciplini on April 6, 2000
Kathleen McRae, '96, to Chris Mills on
Oct. 23, 1999
Kathleen L. Banis, '97, to Keith N.
Berry, '95, on Aug. 18, 2000
Kellie Burgeson, '97, to Nick Surdis
Frank G. Davis, '97, to Amy E.
Hanlon, '97, on June 16,2000
David A. Jordan, '97, to Caroline B.
Murphy, '96, on May 23, 1998
Melissa A. King, '97, to Thomas F.
Szilagyi on May 6, 2000
Samantha Goshe, '98, to Scott Alden
on April 15, 2000
Shannon M. Beland, '99, to Dennis
P. Bousquet
Jeffrey Tatro, '99, to Michelle Toma,
'99, on June 12, 1999
Retired Bridgewater State College
Professor Reed F. Stewart to Virginia
O'Brien Fitzgerald on Feb. 5, 2000
laurie (White), '94, and Jacob
Hackett, '96, a son, Kyle Jacob
Hackett on Nov. 26, 1999
To Jamey and Troy Belmont Currence,
'95, a daughter, Kendall Ann Marie,
7 pounds and 8 ounces, on
May 20,2000
To Anthony Grossi, Jr. and Cristina
Pardini, '98, a daughter, Alysha Anne
Grossi on Feb. 10, 2000
Mary Moore Jarvis on her
80th birthday. Photo taken
by Professor Emerita
Paula Vadeboncoeur.
Mary Moore Jarvis (1918-2000)
Student (SSe '39)- Teacher (1940-1980) -
Library Trustee (1963-2000) - Friend (Forever)
There really is something
about Mary Moore Jarvis.
Usage of present tense in sen-
tence one is a clue. Others will
follow in prose, one hopes,
not purple, that would please,
not perturb her. As she would
say to her students: "Write
less, say more."
Say more about Mary
Louise Moore, daughter of
Abington-born Ellen Sheehan
whose grandmother came
from Limerick, and Dublin-
born Andrew who accompa-
nied his older sister to Boston
a century ago. He, a young
lad who eventually worked
as a gardener at Bridgewater
Normal School; she, an "indentured servant" to the S.5. Pierce
family of grocers.
Say more about Mary Louise Moore, baby sister of
Catherine, Edward and Simon. Susan Moore, Simon's daughter,
says it best. "Mary gave as much to being an aunt as she did to
everything else. It was with her 1saw my first summer stock
productions, and she was the one who took me to NYC to see
'A Man for All Seasons.' She brought me back a book IN
FRENCH from Paris when 1was an impressionable early teen.
Just when 1needed one most, she gave me her car instead of
trading it in!"
Susan and her brother, Jeffrey, are in the process of settling
Mary's estate. "A Mary she never revealed to me," writes Susan,
"was the one who, in the '40s and '50s, wrote. In a trunk in her
cellar I found articles published in Clearing House (an educa-
tional journal) and two fat manuscripts of a novel returned by
publishers to her under the pseudonym 'Chris Markham'."
Marriage to Bob Jarvis, teaching at BSC, and pursuing Ph.D.
studies at BU, said Susan, perhaps caused her "to set aside her
literary ambitions."
Say more about Mary Moore Jarvis. The following observa-
tion of Susan Moore echoes in countless conversations
amongst Mary's many friends and colleagues. "An hour or an
afternoon with her always encouraged me, edified me, and
relaxed me, for as all the best teachers and executives do, she
made me feel 1was the most important person in the world
when 1was with her."
"That's absolutely true," comments Ben Spence, a BSC alum
and professor emeritus (History). "We both lived on Pleasant
Street and often when she was ill, I'd drop by to cheer her up
and I'd be the one cheered up!" Another "surprise" about Mary,
recalls Ben, is that "she told me if she were to live her life over,
she'd choose Political Science, not English. It's important, 1
think, to stress that though Mary spent her life in Bridgewater,
she was never provincial. She loved travel, theatre, museums,
politics and people. There was a quiet joy about her in every-
thing she did,a certain serenity."
CliffWood, another BSC alum and colleague (English),
remembers Mary "as the human face in Dean Shea's office
where she briefly worked before joining the English depart-
ment. "She was firm but never unpleasant. Mary had high stan-
dards and was always gracious." Like Mary, Cliff has supervised
student teachers. The qualities he saw in her he looks for in
them. "The iron hand in the velvet glove" is how he puts it.
Professor Emeritus George Weygand joined the Bridgewater
faculty the same year Mary did, and he and his wife Bea social-
ized with Mary and her beloved Bob (he died after a long illness
in '85). "Bea and 1 accompanied Mary to the college's annual
retirement party the last evening of her life," recalls George.
"Many faculty and staff came up to our table just to talk to
Mary, an indication surely of the warmth and love they held for
her. Surely this world is better for her having passed this way."
Another Bridgewater friend, Mary Wall (her late husband,
Bill, was in the Biology department), played bridge with Mary
and the Hamiltons (Stan chairs the Foreign Language
Department) every Saturday night for decades. "She was always
so welcoming to all who entered her house," remembers Mary.
"I can still see her sitting in her kitchen, reminiscing in her
rocking chair. Her like won't be seen again.
And Ann Coakley, another neighbor and BSC colleague
(physical education) agrees. "She loved and cared about people
with a sincerity of heart that kept her alive long after retire-
ment," adds Ann. "Mary helped me bear the trials of witnessing
the slow death of a friend." Ironically, it was Ann (she drove
Mary to daily Mass at St. Thomas Church) who found Mary on
Saturday, May 13. The following Wednesday, four of their for-
mer pastors (and the present) were at St. Thomas Church to
concelebrate her Requiem Mass. "How many lives she touched,"
exclaimed Father John Doonan in his eulogy. "She influenced
so many in and out ofthe classroom with her brilliance and
beauty, humor and humanity."
Say more about Mary Moore Jarvis. In addition to her dis-
tinguished teaching career that was recognized many times
with awards from her college, community and government,
Mary had, as one might say, "another love." Her library. A mem-
ber of the Bridgewater Public Library's Board of Trustees for 37
years and its chairperson for the last 22, she was, says Director
Betty Gregg, "its driving force. Her foresight and vision were
invaluable.. .5he offered the BPL her enthusiasm, wisdom,
courage, and the necessary support to face the challenges of
the present and the future."
On the occasion of the new library's dedication in October
of 1993, Mary Jarvis was honored by her community. In her
tribute to Mary, Judith Hall Gabriel wrote, "Without her fine
example of leadership, support, tolerance and humor, 1would
not be the person 1am today." Today, she, as was her former
teacher and trustee, is the chairperson of the BPL's trustees."
Organizer of the BPL's tribute that weekend as well as the
35th reunion of Bridgewater High School was Dr. Barbara
Balboni; she was class president and Mary was senior adviser. "I
was born the year Mary started teaching, and we both 'gradu-
ated' together in that 1went on to Catholic University in
Washington and she joined the BSC faculty." For the reunion,
Barbara invited all BHS alums to contribute to "A Memory
Book for Mary." In over 100 tributes, the following sentence
reappeared: "Thank you for giving your best to all your stu-
dents."
What about "something about Mary" alluded to in my
opener? Could it be found in the following passage from
Barbara Balboni's remembrance? "You were able to instruct in
us what was truly of value. You seemed to be able to look into
our hearts and see the good that we had not yet discovered in
ourselves." Barbara, to the end a devoted friend of Mary's, is an
adjunct professor in the BSC sociology department. And yours
truly can also boast of knowing Mary for many years, and of
being with her at the college's retirement party on May 12, the
last evening of her life.
Maureen Connelly is professor emerita ofEnglish. She retired
last semester after 34 years in the state college system.
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